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factory of the future
Owners of former Crane complex focus on facility’s
new role as driver of diverse economic activity

By Brad Johnson
hings are on the move at The Stationery Factory.
With a key tenant in place, renovations underway
to prepare space for others, and a much-anticipated new
attraction in the process of making its permanent home
there, the former Crane facility named for the product-line
operations it once housed is on track toward becoming
what its owners envision as a multifaceted driver of new
activity in downtown Dalton.
“When we began developing a vision and concept for
this, we thought about things that are missing in this town
continued on page 12

T

Since purchasing the former home of Crane’s stationery operations in 2013, Steven Sears has been working toward his vision of repurposing the complex as a driver of new commercial, cultural and community activity
in his hometown of Dalton. A key part of that vision includes hosting the operations of Berkshire Carousel, which is planning to build a specialized enclosure for the highly anticipated attraction in the open space directly
behind Sears. That site is adjacent to a section of the complex now housing the organization’s operations, where the carousel’s components await final assembly. Among these are the fanciful, hand-carved horses
at the heart of the project, including one known as “Hometown Pride” that is shown below with Berkshire Carousel Director Maria Caccaviello. The ponies and other components are now on display to the public.

berkshire carousel

Long search for
permanent home
leads to Dalton
By John Townes
After a long, complex and occasionally
star-crossed search for a place to call home,
Berkshire Carousel has been settling in – and
setting down roots – at The Stationery Factory
in central Dalton.
Through an arrangement with Steven Sears, a
co-owner of the former Crane facility, the organization has taken up residency in a section of
the complex at 63 Flansburg Ave., which Sears is
redeveloping for use by commercial and community-based tenants (see main story above).
The nonprofit, community-based Berkshire
Carousel is currently raising money and making
preparations to build a new structure on a section
of the property that will house an old-style carousel
ride, both to entertain local residents and serve as
a tourist attraction.
That project has gained notoriety over the past
several years – primarily for the work done by
continued on page 16
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surf Club making waves
at Froio senior Center

By John Townes
There’s a Surf Club at the Ralph J. Froio
Senior Center in downtown Pittsfield, but you
won’t find any boards or waves there.
In this program, participants do their
surfing on the Internet, with the assistance
of volunteer advisors.
The Surf Club is one of the activities that
is sponsored by the Froio Center, a social
and activity center for residents over the
age of 55, operated by the Pittsfield Council
on Aging and located in the former Capitol
Theater building at 330 North St.
The Surf Club is an informal and unstructured activity that takes place on Wednesdays
and Thursdays at the center. Participation in
the program is free to people over 55, and is
on a walk-in basis.
“The center had a computer class a few
years ago, which was curriculum based and
covered everything on a very structured basis,” said Joe Major, program and outreach
facilitator at the Froio Center. “It was a
good program, but it was more than people
bargained for, and it went dormant.”
Major decided to revive the concept of
a computer-learning program, but on a less
formal basis. “This is oriented more to individual instruction, to help people figure out
things like email, online shopping and social
media,” he said. “And it is a setting where
people can do what they want at their own
pace, with instructors ready to help them as
they want it.”
The Froio Center (413-499-9346) has a
computer center with a bank of five computer
workstations available for people to use on
their own throughout the week.
During the times the Surf Club meets,
volunteers are available to answer questions, make suggestions and provide other
assistance, based on the requests and needs
of individual users.

413.458.0093
191 Water Street
Williamstown, MA
www.burnhamgold.com
Licensed in Massachusetts

NORTH ADAMS
Turn-key Restaurant at 896 State Road
This property – most recently
operated as España, a Spanish
restaurant and tapas bar
– is located between the
centers of Williamstown and
North Adams, just minutes
away from the Sterling and
Francine Clark Art Institute,
MASS MoCA, Williams College
and Massachusetts College of
Liberal Arts. The perfect turnkey opportunity to own your
own restaurant, it features a
new bar, beautiful hardwood
throughout, seating for 60 customers, and a patio and porch for additional seasonal
seating. Upstairs are additional rooms for possible office use, plus a full bath. Price
includes building, business, furniture, fixtures and equipment…$359,000

WILLIAMSTOWN
217 Main Street, Gateway to “The Village Beautiful”
The once-famous Four
Ac re s, a wo n d e r f u l
long-time family-owned
restaurant, is now ready
for revival – or perhaps
put to an entirely
different use – by a
new owner with both
the right vision and an
astute appreciation of
the value of this prime
commercial property. Commercially zoned .43-acre site has excellent visibility and
accessibility as part of the high-traffic Main Street business district. Includes ample
parking for any number of re-use concepts, such as retail/pharmacy, professional
office, or other commercial uses. Priced to sell…$399,000

Joe Major, program and outreach facilitator at the Ralph J. Froio Senior Center, notes that volunteer advisors
such as Karen Reilly, assistant vice president at Greylock Federal Credit Union, are helping many seniors
become comfortable with a range of computer-related activities at the center’s Surf Club.
Major said attendance varies weekly, from
a handful of participants to times when there
is a larger turnout. In addition to the on-site
workstations, some participants bring in their
own laptops or other devices.
“We have members with all levels of
experience,” he said. “You might have
someone who is totally new to computers
sitting next to someone who is experienced
with them, but just needs to brush up on
certain skills.”
He added that the sessions are characterized by camaraderie and mutual support,
with participants often assisting each other.
“Socialization is a key to all of our activities, and it can be very dynamic when the
members are collaborating to help someone
find a solution,” he said.
Among the supporters of the Surf Club is
Greylock Federal Credit Union, whose staff
has provided volunteer instructors.
While members utilize the club’s computers and knowledge for a variety of purposes,
in at least one instance, the program helped
a participant figure out how to land a job in
today’s online-oriented job marketplace.
George Richardson moved from the Caribbean island of Anguilla to the Berkshires,
and wanted to find a job in the restaurant
industry. Karen Reilly, an assistant vice
president at Greylock Federal Credit Union
and a volunteer instructor at the Surf Club,
helped Richardson to put together a resume,
and attach it to emails. She also helped him
identify potential employers and send out
his application. This subsequently led to a
job at a restaurant in Lee.
“We are hopefully making a difference,”
said Major. “And in George’s case, it was a
huge success. He is gainfully employed, and
it was through the assistance of the volunteers
with the Surf Club program.”
While helping Richardson land a job was
a notable example of how familiarity with
computers is important to seniors, Reilly
noted that the Surf Club fills needs on a
number of levels.
“One of the major focal points that exist
among all the volunteer instructors is to
simply make the seniors feel comfortable
and gain confidence,” said Reilly. “It happens
rather quickly.”
Major agreed, noting that, for people in
this demographic, sometimes just a simple
introduction to computers is all it takes for
them to take off on their own.

“Often it’s primarily a matter of helping
people get comfortable with computers,”
he said. “There are times when someone
wanders in and gets curious. The next thing
you know they’re doing things like posting
resumes online.”◆

Lenoxdale couple rebrand
latest business acquisition
By Brad Johnson
First came the package store. Next, a
convenience store. And, now, a bar and
banquet facility.
This is the progression followed over the
past five years by Greg and Linda Babich, in
which the Lenoxdale couple have acquired
existing businesses and sought to put them
on new footing.
The latest among these is the Back Nine
Bar & Grill at the GEAA Golf Course at
303 Crane Ave. in Pittsfield, which they
purchased from previous owner Jim Salvie
last fall. At first continuing to operate under
that name, the Babiches in June officially
rechristened the business as “Fairways at
the A Bar & Banquet.”
According to Greg Babich, the change
reflects their effort to connect with the facility’s long-standing nickname and to recapture
its former role and popularity as a site for
social functions.
“People have known it as ‘the A’ for many
years,” said Babich, whose familiarity with
the facility and its history date back to his
time working with GE in the 1980s. “We
added ‘Banquet’ to the name because that’s
something we are focusing on and trying to
build up here again.”
Babich explained that, over time, the facility’s use as a banquet hall had fallen off. “Back
in the day this was used a lot for weddings
and all kinds of functions,” he said. “But that
wasn’t kept up. The GEAA lost interest [in
that side of the business].”
He noted that, under Salvie’s ownership
in recent years, the facility had undergone
some improvements, and that it operated
successfully as sports bar serving golfers at
the nine-hole course as well as the general
public.
“We have also made some improvements,
and have been pushing the banquets and functions side of the business,” he said.
“Greg and I are thrilled at this opportunity

DOES YOUR BUSINESS ACCEPT CREDIT CARDS?

If you could save money and do business
locally, why would you not want to?
I have helped more than 90 other local business owners
save over $150,000 by providing lower fees to process their
credit cards and provide local service.
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to expand the dining and event options for
the purchase of the former Simon’s Market
the Berkshire region,” added Linda Babich.
at 1654 North St., which they now operate
“With the large dance floor, great view of the
as Wheeler’s Market.
mountains and fantastic new menu, we are
The impetus for their entrepreneurial
ready for any fund-raiser, event or party.”
activity stemmed from what Greg Babich
That includes sodescribed as an initial
“We needed good hires to decision to own and
cial functions such as
private parties, stags
operate their own busibe able to do this.”
and weddings, as well
ness. “I had previously
business or organizational meetings, fundworked in manufacturing in different parts
raisers, and other functions.
of the country,” he said, noting that each
The building, which is owned by the
new position meant uprooting the family
GEAA, includes a bar with seating for 100
(including three children) and starting over
and a banquet room with a capacity of 180.
in a new community.
Greg Babich explained that the two rooms
One such change in 2004 brought the
can be combined to host gatherings of up
couple back to the Berkshires, where Greg
to 280 people. For those who book events,
had earlier worked at GE in the 1980s and
Fairways At The A offers customized food
where Linda had grown up in Lenox. A few
options and catering services.
years later when another relocation seemed
Fairways At The A Bar & Banquet (413imminent, they decided instead to anchor
442-3585 and www.fairwaysatthea.com) is
themselves here and began looking for a
open to the public and local golfers, offering
business to purchase and operate.
a pub-style menu for sit-down dining as well
That led to the purchase of Nichols Packas takeout. The renovated bar features sports
age Store on Jan. 1, 2009.
programming on seven HD TVs, nine beers
Babich noted that it took some time to get
on tap, and a full complement of liquors and
comfortable in their new lives as owners and
signature cocktails.
operators a retail establishment. But, soon
During weekend evenings there is enterenough, they began looking for another optainment, including DJs, live local bands,
comedians, and other special events. “A big
interest of mine is live music and supporting
local bands,” said Babich, who noted that
he plays bass guitar and has played in local
bands from time to time himself.
Fairways At The A is open Sunday to
Wednesday from noon to 9 p.m., Thursday
noon to midnight, and Friday and Saturday
from noon to 2 a.m. Babich noted that the
hours are a little shorter during the winter
when the golf course is in hibernation.

Business ownership as anchor

As noted above, this is the third Pittsfieldbased business that the Babiches have acquired in recent years, beginning with their
purchase of Nichols Package Store at 268
Wahconah St. in 2009. That was followed by
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portunity and in late 2010 they bought the
assets of the former Simon’s Market. In spring
2011 they reopened the business (across from
Pontoosuc Lake near the Lanesboro town
line) as Wheeler’s Market.
Babich noted that, with the two businesses,
his attention has been focused more on the
package store, while Linda has overseen
operations at Wheeler’s.
Now that they have added a third enterprise, they have both taken on a share of
the duties at Fairways, along with other
key staff members. Among them are Terry
Bishop, who serves as both head chef and
mixologist; and their event coordinator,
Kristi Marchetto.
“We needed good hires to be able to do
this,” Babich said.
While each business is entirely separate,
Babich noted that there are some efficiencies
that come with operating multiple ventures.
These include basic systems for accounting,
inventory and other business functions.
“There’s also some cohesion in other areas,” he said. “For example, with Fairways
Bar & Banquet we now have a full kitchen,
and Terry is doing dishes there for us to sell
at Wheeler’s.”u
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Following new route toward regional collaboration
Mohawk Trail milestone
serves as catalyst for
cooperative economic
development initiatives
By John Townes
This fall, the 100th anniversary of the
official designation of the Mohawk Trail
as a “scenic byway for drivers” is being
commemorated with several special events
and promotions, including a display of
scarecrows at businesses and other sites
along the road.
While the celebration has a historic focus,
the planning of these events is also oriented
to the future, with a goal of serving as a catalyst for increased long-term collaborations
among the communities and businesses along
the popular 63-mile scenic byway, which
runs from Athol through Williamstown (see
related article).
It also reflects a broader effort to bolster
connections and collaborative economic
development in western Massachusetts on a
regional basis that transcends county borders,
and to more closely link northern Berkshire
County with the Pioneer Valley.
Because of its geography, western Massachusetts is generally perceived of as two
separate parallel regions extending from
Vermont to Connecticut, which are separated
by the chain of mountains between them.
These include Berkshire County to the west
and the three neighboring counties in the
Pioneer Valley to the east.
This pattern has long shaped the identity of
western Massachusetts politically, economically and socially, and it continues to be the
basic model for regional initiatives.
In recent years, however, an emerging
emphasis has been on bringing the overall
western Massachusetts region closer together
by adding an east-west geographic orientation
to the concept of regionalism.
In one manifestation of this, the Franklin
County Community Development Corporation (CDC) is working to increase its presence
and services in northern Berkshire County
and cultivate connections with businesses
and groups involved in economic development there.
“We tend to talk about regional identity
as extending from north to south,” said Amy
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Shapiro, business development director of the
Franklin County CDC, a nonprofit economic
development agency based in Greenfield.
“However, the communities in the northern tier of Massachusetts also have much
in common with each other,” she continued
“Northern Berkshire and Franklin counties
share many of the same challenges and opportunities. So, it makes sense to look at the
northern tier of Massachusetts as a unified
region too.”
The CDC, which is marking its 35th year,
provides comprehensive business development education, access to capital, commercial

office and manufacturing space in Franklin
and other neighboring counties. It also operates the Western Massachusetts Food Processing Center, a commercial kitchen facility
that is used by area food producers, including
several based in Berkshire County.
In addition to leading the Mohawk Trail
centennial initiative, the Franklin County
CDC has undertaken a broader plan over
the past year to expand its services and
programs for small businesses in northern
Berkshire County.
Last fall it opened an office at 105 Main
St. in North Adams, which it shares with the

North Adams Chamber of Commerce and the
North Adams Office of Tourism and Community Events. The CDC also has a full-time
staff person, Dawn Broadwell, working in
the Berkshires.
The CDC (413-774-7204 or www.fccdc.
org) is offering a variety of services to small
business here. It has also been working to
build collaborative relationships among communities, businesses groups, and individual
enterprises in the northern Berkshires.
The expansion is initially being funded by a
2013 Disaster Relief Opportunity grant from
the U.S. Economic Development Adminis-

Communities come together to celebrate scenic roadway
By John Townes
North Adams Chamber of Commerce, and the North Adams Office
As a roadway and attraction that spans the northern corridor from
of Tourism and Community Events, among others.
Athol to Williamstown, the Mohawk Trail is one focal point for the
Shapiro said that this project has included regular meetings among
initiative by the Franklin County Community Development Corporamembers of business organizations, and there are other specific plans
tion (CDC) to foster regional collaborations across the mountains.
for upcoming workshops and other programs and projects in the
Earlier this year, the state’s Executive Office for Administration
coming months. “The goal is to bring all of the communities in to
and Finance awarded a $56,210 grant to the Franklin County CDC
become part of an ongoing regional effort,” she said.
and the Greater Shelburne Falls Business Association to support
Shapiro noted that the results of the initial collaborative project
promotion of tourism in the Mohawk Trail region.
will be analyzed in a report in early 2015, which will be used to help
The centennial anniversary of the scenic byway designation by
guide future activities and strategies.
the Massachusetts legislature in October 1914 is being marked by
Jennifer Civello, executive director of the Williamstown Chamber
activities to collectively draw attention to all of the businesses and
of Commerce, believes this regional initiative can have a significant
attractions in the vicinity of the Mohawk Trail.
cumulative effect over time. “The project is multi-pronged,” she said.
“People come here from all over to drive the Mohawk Trail, and
“With collaborations, the smaller pieces can bring new economic
enjoy its scenic beauty,” explained Amy Shapiro, business developactivity to all of the communities in the Route 2 corridor.”
ment director of the Franklin County CDC.
Civello said that one goal of the program
“It makes sense to leverage that to help grow
is to increase awareness of the trail’s imthe region’s economy.”
portance among local residents.
The Mohawk Trail encompasses the
“Route 2 intersects Williamstown and
western 63-mile section of statewide Route
North Adams, and it’s natural for people
2, a road that extends from the New York
who live here to focus primarily on its
border to Boston. The surrounding region
identity as a local road,” she said. “But it’s
encompasses the northern section of the
important for us to remember that it’s also a
Pioneer Valley, rises over the forested
regional passageway that directly connects
mountains and then descends to North
us with other communities to the east, and
Adams and Williamstown.
is a major route for tourism.”
It derives its name from its original role
Civello noted that the state’s support of
as a pathway used by the Native Americans
the current initiative reflects a recognition
through the region. It continued to be used
of the economic opportunities presented
as a transportation route in the colonial era
by this type of tourism.
A scarecrow in front of Wild Oats Market in Williamstown is
and afterward.
Route 2’s role as a transportation artery
In 1914, as the automobile was beginning among more than 100 others installed along the Mohawk Trail was diminished by the opening on the
to create a new form of motorized tourism, as part of the scenic roadway’s centennial celebration.
Massachusetts Turnpike in the late 1950s.
the road was improved and the state designated that section as an
Although much of Route 2 is also a limited access highway, drivers
automotive scenic byway, one of the first in the nation.
began using the Mass Pike as the major cross-state route.
This led to its popularity among travelers who took the drive to enjoy
“The state is encouraging people to explore byways, instead of just
its natural beauty and scenic vistas, and the attractions along the road,
jumping on the turnpike and taking the fast lane,” Civello said.
which passes near several rivers and through numerous towns.
One participating organization that has long been actively pro“One of the goals is to let people know how much there is to do in
moting the region is the Mohawk Trail Association, a membership
the area around the Mohawk Trail,” Shapiro said. “You can dine, shop,
organization that is one of 16 regional tourism councils designated
hike, go rafting and do so many other things there. A basic goal of this
by the Massachusetts Office of Travel & Tourism.
initiative is to work together to promote these activities, which will
The association publicizes the Mohawk Trail region (and somewhat
benefit the economies of all of the communities in the northern tier.”
further east to Shirley) and provides information about businesses
An immediate focus of the initiative is a series of activities this
and attractions along it through advertising, media releases and its
autumn tied in with the 100th anniversary.
website, www.mohawktrail.com.
The annual Fall Foliage Parade in North Adams reflected this by
Peter Tomyl, the association’s president, said he welcomes the new
designating the Mohawk Trail as the theme for this year’s parade, held
initiative. “Anytime businesses collaborate, that’s a good thing,” he
on Oct. 5, and by selecting Peter Tomyl, president of the Mohawk
said. “That’s especially true with a region like we cover, which is so
Trail Association, to serve as grand marshal.
stretched out. It helps to tie both ends together.”
Another highlight of the anniversary is an event called the ScareTomyl said that one aspect of promotion is to encourage people
crow Project. On Oct. 17-19, businesses, organizations and families
to discover the trail, and use it to visit other communities in the area
in communities along the route set up approximately 130 homemade
around the route.
scarecrows, which remain on display for the coming weeks.
“One of our ongoing goals is to educate new generations about what
Also on tap is a $19.14 promotion. Businesses and organizations
the Mohawk Trail has to offer,” said Tomyl, who has been president
are being encouraged to create and offer specials with services,
of the association for 15 years. “The older generations used to pack
meals, merchandise or other items with a $19.14 price tag to reflect
up the family and take a drive, and sightsee and stop along the way.
the trail’s anniversary year.
We want younger people to discover the enjoyment of that, and let
The project has also printed 50,000 promotional rack cards and
them know they don’t need to take the Mass Pike all the time.”
produced a short video about the Mohawk Trail, which is being
The other aspect of promotion is to increase awareness of the
embedded on participating websites. (It can be seen on You Tube
Mohawk Trail region as a destination for visitors from outside of the
by typing “Mohawk Trail” into the search bar.)
area, and to encourage them to add the trail to their to-do list when
In addition to the Franklin County CDC and the Greater Shelburne
visiting the Berkshires. “We work to show people that there’s a lot
Falls Area Business Association, participants include the Mohawk
of things to do here,” Tomyl said. “People can spend a week here
Trail Association, the Williamstown Chamber of Commerce, the
and always find something new.”u

WORKSHOPS OFFERED AT BCC THIS FALL

WKS 9181-E1
Developing & Maintaining
Client/Customer Relationships
M, W, F, 11/17-11/21 • 8-10 AM
Intermodal • $175

www.berkshirecc.edu
413-236-2127

WKS 2806-E1
2007/2010 PowerPoint
Level 1
Sat., 11/15-11/22 • 8:30 AM -12:30 PM
Main Campus • $80

WKS 239-C1
Intermediate Photoshop
Wed., 11/5-11/19 • 1-4 PM
South County Center • $155

WKS 1718-E1
About Boat Safety
Sat., 10/25 • 8:00 AM -5:00 PM
Main Campus • $65

For more info, please contact the
registration line at 413-236-2127
or lmorelli@berkshirecc.edu
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tration. These funds were earmarked to help
regions that were hit hard by tropical storm
Irene to recover economically from the effects. The CDC is working in partnership on
the project with the Berkshire Regional Planning Commission and the Franklin County
Regional Council of Governments.
“The basic focus is on building the
economy by supporting and assisting small
businesses,” said Shapiro. “By helping one
business at a time, the cumulative effects is
that the region will grow.”
This grant includes funding for an 18month initiative to offer the CDC’s services
in the northern Berkshires.
Shapiro explained that the CDC’s increased involvement in the Berkshires has
been prompted by a combination of factors.
“We have long and extensive experience with
assisting businesses in Franklin County, and
it is similar to northern Berkshire County,
so it made sense for us to bring our services
there,” she said
Shapiro noted that the program in Berkshire
County has the same basic focus as it does
in Franklin County. “We summarize our
services by saying we provide businesses
with three C’s of counsel, connections and
capital,” she said.
Through the program, the CDC offers
workshops and special programs for businesses, such as a Tech Summit earlier this
year in North Adams that was organized in
conjunction with the Williamstown and North
Adams chambers of commerce.
The CDC offers monthly information
sessions for where participants can discuss
various topics, as well as learn more about the
services available through the CDC. It also
provides individual counseling and assistance
for new and existing small businesses.
“We’re available to help with all levels
of business,” said Broadwell. “We can help
a new business develop a business plan and
take it to becoming bank-ready for financing.
We can also provide guidance for established
small businesses.”
The Franklin County CDC is working with
a number of banks in Berkshire County to
help develop channels for financing for businesses. Shapiro noted that the participating
banks are enthusiastic about the program.
In addition, the CDC provides financing
itself. “We can offer business capital through
direct loans or bridge financing for loans from
other sources,” said Shapiro.
More broadly, Shapiro said the CDC’s
goal is to foster collaborations and sharing
of resources across the mountains. “We’ve
been meeting and developing working relationships with the Berkshire Regional Planning Commission, chambers of commerce,
schools and many other organizations and
businesses in Berkshire County,” she said.
She added that they also hope to foster
venues for non-competing businesses in both
areas to provide assistance to one another.
“Ideally, we hope to link businesses to
share best practices,” she said.
While the specific grant has an 18-month
term slated to expire next year, Shapiro said
the CDC and its partners here are working to
develop ways to continue to these activities
in Berkshire County on a long-term basis
through additional grants.
“We’ve received a lot of support in Berkshire
County, and people have been very welcoming
to us,” she said. “I think what has kept people
enthused is that it’s all about helping small
business grow and create jobs.”u

gives them the information they need on what
the position involves and how best to contact
employers – whether in person or online,” she
said. (For individuals who may not have ready
access to a computer to view the Virtual Job
By Brad Johnson
Fair page or to apply online, BerkshireWorks
While there continue to be signs of a slowly
has several computer workstations available in
recovering job market on the national and
its offices at 160 North St. in Pittsfield.)
locals levels, some sectors of the employment
However, learning about available posipool continue to struggle.
tions is only part of the process. Young
Among them are the youngest of jobjob-seekers also need to be ready to deal
seekers – those from age 14 to 18 – who are
with the demands of
challenged not only
the job and the work
by stiffer competition
“We’re trying to support
for certain types of Berkshire County youth by environment they are
entering. On that side,
jobs this age group has
traditionally filled, but connecting them with youth- Demarest noted that
BerkshireWorks is also
also by state regulations
friendly employers.”
providing assistance.
that limit the hours and
“We offer a Work Readiness Program that
types of work activities these teens can take
helps youth with basic workplace skills,”
on when they do find a job.
she said. The hand-on program, presented
A program at BerkshireWorks Career
in two half-day sessions, will next be held
Center is being revived to assist job-seekers
on Oct. 28-29.
in this age group in connecting with “youthEmployers interested in participating in
friendly” employers in the region who have
the Virtual Job Fair for Youth or who would
positions to fill and an understanding of the
like more information can contact Demarimportance of providing teens with the opest at 413-499-2220 ext. 111 or by email at
portunity to become part of the workforce.
ademarest@berkshireworks.org.u
Known as the Virtual Job Fair for Youth, the
free program allows employers to list specific
job openings that they currently have, as well
as information about minimum age requirements and how to apply for the positions. This
information is posted on the Virtual Job Fair
for Youth page at the Career Center’s website
(www.berkshireworks.org) for interested jobseekers to review and respond to.
24 Hour Monitoring & Emergency Service
“We’re trying to support Berkshire County
• Security & Fire Alarms • Custom Designs • Intrusion Detection
youth by connecting them with youth-friend•
Talking
medical Pendants • Heat Loss Monitoring • Free Estimates
ly employers,” said Amy Demarest, business
services manager at BerkshireWorks.
326 Springside Ave., Pittsfield, MA
MA Lic. #1204C • NY Lic. #12000014682
She noted that young job-seekers have had a
413-445-4030 • 800-370-2525
www.alarmsofberkshirecounty.com
particularly difficult time finding employment
in recent years as the region and nation rebound
All Your IT Needs
Hardware
Software
Networks
Support
Service
Web Sites
from the recession of 2008 and the high volume
of displaced workers that resulted from the
economic tumult. “They have been getting
squeezed out of the picture,” she said.
As the job market improves, however,
employers are again finding themselves with
positions that are suitable for individuals
in this age group – ones that, for example,
may involve fewer hours than needed by
older workers looking for full-time positions. These jobs can come in a wide range
of industries – from retail and hospitality to
health care and human services.
“The challenge is to connect employers
to the job-seekers,” said Demarest. “The
new services we’ve got your back:
Virtual Job Fair for Youth is a way of doing
Backup & Disaster Recovery, E-mail Filtering, Network Monitoring, Managed Print Services
just that.”
The Virtual Job Fair for Youth represents a
revival of an earlier program coordinated by
BerkshireWorks. “It’s a program that we’ve
had in the past that has been on hiatus,” explained Demarest. The program has now been
revamped, and BerkshireWorks has been
getting word out to employers that it again
SINCE 1987 1 Fenn Street, Pittsfield 413.499.0607 compuworks.biz
available to assist with their job postings.
“We’ve been alerting past participants and
reaching out to new ones,” she said.
Williamstown commercial building
Since its relaunch in September, the progreat location & attractive new price
gram has generated a good response from area
employers, according to Demarest. “We’re
getting a lot of employers who used it in the
past, and are also hearing from new folks,” she
said. “We hope to build on that by continuing to
get the word out to employers that this service
is available to them free of charge.”
She noted that the program is also designed
to be easy to use for young job-seekers. “It

Making connections with
Virtual Job Fair for Youth

you watch your business.
we’ll watch your IT.
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uilt in 1900, this beamed 7,800 sq. ft., multi-level facility once served as an
antiques emporium. More recently, it has been modernized into a combination
of open space and private offices that served as headquarters for national financial
institutions, and is fully wired for today’s business technologies. High-visibility location
on Route 2 (1,600 vehicles daily) at the North Adams border. Plenty of off-street
parking in two lots on a 2-acre parcel. Motivated seller. Now offered at $499,000.
Call Al Marden for details.
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FRONT pages
Business

the place for

real estate
413-447-7300 • 413-822-4742
www.BarbHassanRealty.com
celebrating
25 years in real estate!
1989-2014

for sale – pittsfield
Business & Real Estate – $299,900

Auto Service/Body business and real estate.
Highly visible location with over 6,000 sq. ft. on
.50 acres. Close to downtown Pittsfield. Inside
storage for your work vehicles. (4071B)

d
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6+ acre commercial site
Route 7 – Lanesboro

Six buildings ranging from 500 to 6,000 sq.
ft. with 1,000’ road frontage on 6+ acres. Five
buildings on 5 acres with total 12,700 sq.
ft. offered at $1,395,000. One building with
2,800 sq. ft. at $499,900. Or all being offered
at $1,895,000.(4068B)

ed
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for sale – pittsfield
$449,900

Wendell Avenue mixed-use property with
GREAT CASH FLOW (approx. $55K NOI).
Seven residential units and two commercial
rentals. New siding, windows, roof. Off-street
parking. Short walk to courts, downtown.
(4070B)

Update

The McCann Technical School Licensed
Practical Nursing (LPN) education program
will be relocating from the school to new space
on the northern Berkshire campus of Berkshire
Medical Center (BMC). The longtime program
had for the past several years been operated by
McCann in space provided at the former North
Adams Regional Hospital. When NARH closed
in March, the program was forced to relocate to the
school’s campus. An initial proposal to build an
addition there to house the program was too costly,
and the program was in danger of closing unless
new space was found. In late September it was
announced that Berkshire Health Systems (BHS)
will re-establish the instruction space at BMC’s
northern Berkshire campus in the former NARH
building. The 10-month LPN program at McCann
provides 1,080 hours of instruction, consisting of
a minimum of 945 hours in nursing courses and at
least 540 hours of clinical experience at externship
sites. Completion of the program leads to a practical nurse certificate and entitles the graduate to
take the National Counsel Licensing Examination
for Practical Nurses. A practical nursing license
is issued upon passing the exam. “It’s important
that residents of North Berkshire have continued
access to the career opportunities this program
offers,” said David Phelps, president and CEO
of BHS. “Berkshire Health Systems is proud to
partner with McCann Technical School to ensure
that this outstanding educational program moves
forward uninterrupted.”

Guardian Life’s Berkshire regional office has
granted Elder Services of Berkshire County
$1,750 to offer a new program for those 50 and
older: AARP Foundation Finances 50+. This
financial literacy program is designed to motivate and empower participants to take charge of
their financial futures by assisting them to make
objective assessments, set appropriate goals and
establish habits and behaviors that will help them
thrive financially. Each workshop consists of three
90-minute classroom sessions on the basics of
finances: goal-setting and budget-planning; debt
reduction and credit repair; and asset building
and protection. Workbooks are provided free of
charge. The classroom sessions will be led by
trained volunteer facilitators chosen from existing
Elder Services volunteers. Elder Services will offer the workshop in November and in May 2015.
For more information, call Bonny DiTomasso at
413-499-0524 or 800-544-5242.
Adams Community Bank is now offering fuel
and heating equipment loans, through a program
designed to assist borrowers with the escalating
costs of fuel needed to heat their homes, to replace
old inefficient heating systems, or to install supplemental systems. “After the especially cold winter
we experienced a year ago, our bank is pleased to
offer this program as a benefit to our customers
needing assistance,” said Adams Community Bank
President Charles O’Brien. To qualify, the residence
must be an owner-occupied, one-to-four-family
dwelling in Berkshire County. Condominiums are
also eligible if they are individually metered. For
further details, call 413-743-0001.

Turn key business on the shores of Pontoosuc
Lake, with dock, ample parking, great deck
facing the water. (4062B)

www.BarbHassanRealty.com
…now with an
expanded search capacity
and other new features to better
meet your real estate needs
Barb Davis-Hassan,ccim
Broker/Owner
Over $100 Million in
Commercial & Residential
Sales over a 25 Year Career

The Nutrition Center is celebrating Food Day
on Oct. 24 by offering free cooking demonstrations at its newly opened satellite office at 138
MASS MoCA Way in North Adams. Registered
dietitian Kristin Irace, creator of the social media
group Dietitian in the Kitchen, will lead two free
lunchtime sessions of “Healthy Carbs, Healthy Fat,
Healthy You!” Each 45-minute session will include
a mini-lecture on healthy carbs and fats and a cooking demonstration with recipes and opportunities
for sampling. In addition to the cooking/nutrition education demonstrations in North Adams,
The Nutrition Center will also officially launch
Berkshire Food Web (www.berkshirefoodweb.
org), a community resource and food access site
for people living in Berkshire County. For more
information on The Nutrition Center’s Food Day
activities or the Berkshire Food Web, visit www.
thenutritioncenter.org or call 413-429-8110…
Wild Oats Market and Pine Cobble School in
Williamstown have launched an innovative school
lunch program, with the goal of making healthy, kidfriendly meals available to all grades at the school,
four days a week. Heather Mumford has been hired
by Wild Oats, a member-owned co-op food store,
to oversee the program, which will provide Pine
Cobble with healthy lunch items.
The process of bringing fiber optic broadband
infrastructure to all of western Massachusetts
continues to move forward. The first phase was
construction of a “backbone” of high-capacity
fiber optic cable throughout the region to secure
universal high-speed Internet access for unserved
and underserved communities. The process is
now moving into planning for the “last mile” of
connections from this to individual homes, businesses and neighborhoods. Gov. Deval Patrick in
August signed an Information Technology bond
bill, which included $50 million authorized for the
project, among other allocations. In September,
members of the western Massachusetts legislative
delegation and representatives from the Franklin
Council of Governments, the Massachusetts
Broadband Institute at the MassTech Collaborative (which is overseeing the project), and
WiredWest (a community-based initiative) held
discussions to develop a collaborative plan and
timetable. They will hold regional open meetings
in the coming months to share information and
data, and gather public input to help determine
specific options for maximizing the impact of
project. The goal will be for each town to consider
and adopt a broadband strategy specific to their
individual needs during their annual or special
town meetings in the spring.
Salisbury Bank has kicked off its seventh
annual food drive, Fill-the-Basket, to help local
food pantries feed those in need. Salisbury Bank’s
nine branches, including Berkshire locations in
Sheffield, South Egremont and Great Barrington,
will collect donations of non-perishable food
items and household supplies. Cash donations
will also be accepted. All donated items as well
as the monetary contributions collected will be
distributed directly to local food pantries serving
that area. The Fill-the-Basket drive continues
through Dec. 13.

pittsfield-lanesboro line
Landmark LAKEFRONT Restaurant

visit our new &
improved website:

Barnbrook Realty has been awarded affiliate
status by Christie’s International Real Estate,
the world’s leading luxury real estate network and
a subsidiary of Christie’s auction house. With its
origins dating back to 1976, Barnbrook Realty
operates in the southern Berkshire region. The
agency is based in downtown Great Barrington
and is led by owner, licensed broker and real
estate appraiser Mary White, in tandem with her
daughter, Maureen White. “We at Barnbrook
Realty are extremely proud and honored to be
affiliated with the distinctive brand of Christies
International Real Estate,” said Maureen White.
“The esteemed affiliation gives us the ability to offer our clients and their properties an unparalleled
scope of international exposure under the distinctive ‘Christie’s’ brand through highly targeted
global marketing programs and services.”

One of many historical
properties we protect
every day.

The Lanesborough Initiative for Excellence
(LIFE) at the Lanesborough Elementary School
(LES) has received financial support from community members Perri Petricca and Michelle
Thorp to establish the LES Support Technology
Grant, which will be used to increase the availability of electronic devices for students and staff
at the school. With a $5,000 contribution from the
community benefactors in each of the next three
years, LIFE envisions matching the grant amount
each year through other fund-raising efforts, such
as a Nov. 7 event to be held at Skyline Country
Club (see calendar item on page 9). The funds
raised will be used toward LIFE’s goal of enhancing training in new technologies for students and
providing them with the skills needed for their
continued studies in the digital age.
The Clark Art Institute has renamed its
Stone Hill Center building to the Lunder Center
at Stone Hill, recognizing the support the institute
has received from the Lunder Foundation of
Portland, Maine. The foundation has established
an endowment to create the Lunder Internship
Program at the Clark, providing for year-long
post-baccalaureate internships and undergraduate summer internships. It also has contributed
to the Clark’s campus expansion program, and
established a five-year grant to the Williamstown
Art Conservation Center (WACC) to supplement
the conservation budgets of four participating
Maine museums. Stone Hill Center, which opened
in 2008, houses special exhibition galleries and a
community room for the Clark, and the offices and
laboratories of the WACC…The Clark also has
been awarded a $118,737 Museums for America
grant from the Institute of Museum and Library
Services (IMLS) to digitize significant volumes
from the Julius S. Held Collection of Rare Books
in the Clark library. These materials will be made
available through the library’s digital collections
interface, the Internet Archive, the Getty Research
Portal, the Massachusetts Digital Commonwealth,
and the Digital Public Library of America.
In anticipation of funding notification from the
Emergency Food and Shelter Program (EFSP)
National Board, Berkshire United Way, local
administrator of the program, is urging qualifying organizations in Berkshire County to submit
an application for supplemental emergency food
and shelter funding for calendar year 2014 at
www.berkshireunitedway.org. Local organizations chosen to receive funds must be private
voluntary nonprofits (with a voluntary board) or
units of government, have an accounting system,
practice non-discrimination, and have demonstrated the capability to deliver emergency food
and/or shelter programs. Applications must be
submitted online and are due by noon on Nov.
17. To complete the application, go to www.
berkshireunitedway.org and click on “login” at
the top of the home page.
Berkshire Bank, the official bank of Boston
Bruins coverage on NESN, announced its season
long contests and promotions affiliated with
NESN and coverage of Boston Bruins hockey.
The partnership includes sponsorship of NESN’s
“Hockey Night in New England” broadcast for
the regular season and the playoffs, in addition to
online and digital promotion elements such as the
“Berkshire Bank Exciting Rewind Sweepstakes”
and “Money Pucks” contest. Visit berkshirebank.
com for more details… Berkshire Bank was recently named by the Boston Business Journal as
one of Massachusetts’ most charitable companies
at the publication’s annual Corporate Citizenship Summit in Boston. The award recognized
Berkshire Bank and Berkshire Bank Foundation’s
philanthropic investments in the community
through their charitable grants, corporate giving,
in-kind donations and employee volunteerism
through their X-TEAM volunteer program.
Berkshire Bank ranked 40th for total financial
contributions, with over $1.1 million donated in
Massachusetts alone, and ranked fourth for their
employee volunteer efforts.

LENOX CENTER SPACE FOR RENT
...A RAINBOW’S END!!!
Current retail boutique, approx. 1,750 sq. ft. plus
ample additional storage, 2 large 3-sided display
windows, wall-to-wall carpeting, office, break room,
bathroom, 5 dressing rooms, air conditioned, new
heating system (2014).

1-800-369-3905

$2,800/mo. plus utilities • Available immediately

."-JD$t/:-JD

Call Carla at 413-298-1664

www.LeeAudioNSecurity.net
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On Sept. 20, a team of employees from Adams
Community Bank participated in the annual Walk
to End Alzheimer’s along the Ashuwillticook
Rail Trail in Cheshire. Led by Dawn Lampiasi
and Nancy Hubbard, the team raised a total of
$13,969 in the walk and other related fund-raising
events, surpassing their goal of $12,000. Adams
Community Bank’s team donation represents
the largest corporate team donation in Berkshire
County and western Massachusetts. They also
had the largest team with 36 members.
Berkshire Community College (BCC) and the
University at Albany (UAlbany) in Albany, N.Y,
have entered into an academic agreement allowing
qualified BCC atmospheric science graduates to
transfer to UAlbany’s bachelor’s degree program
in atmospheric science. BCC launched its new
Atmospheric Science concentration this fall. The
concentration provides a foundation in the sciences,
particularly the fundamental calculus, physics
and chemistry courses necessary to transfer into
baccalaureate programs in the physical sciences.
UAlbany has the largest concentration of weather
and climate researchers in New York, and one of
the largest in the nation, in its Atmospheric Sciences
Research Center and Department of Atmospheric
and Environmental Sciences. Their work focuses on
a range of critical issues around the globe to advance
research into subjects such as shrinking glaciers,
West African monsoons, hurricanes and forecasting
models. The agreement features a transfer course
equivalency table that enables qualifying BCC
students to be awarded full transfer credit and the
opportunity to complete the bachelor’s degree in
Atmospheric Science in four additional semesters
of study at UAlbany. For more information about
BCC’s atmospheric science program, visit www.
berkshirecc.edu/atmosphericscience.
D.J. Thielke of Houston, Texas has been
awarded the Stone Court Writer-In-Residence
Program’s inaugural residency in Stockbridge.
The newly established program, co-sponsored by
the Berkshire Taconic Community Foundation
and the Berkshire Waldorf High School, offers
two 12-week residencies each year, one beginning
in September and one beginning in February, to
provide emerging writers with the freedom, time
and material support to concentrate on their creative work. Thielke is the author of 15 published
short stories, two of which have been nominated
for the Pushcart Prize. She has also been a Flannery
O’Connor Short Fiction Award finalist. As part
of the program, Thielke and subsequent visiting
writers will also give public readings and lead a
creative writing “master class” at the Berkshire
Waldorf High School. Details about Thielke’s
public reading are available at waldorfhigh.org.

Mark McKenna
Business Banking

MEMBER FDIC/MEMBER DIF

The Mahaiwe Performing Arts Center has
announced its 2014-15 education program, which
will include offerings such as school-time field trip
performances by Mermaid Theatre of Nova Scotia
and Omaha Theater Company, Chinese acrobatics
by Cirque Ziva, a concert by the classical music
hip hop fusion duo Black Violin, and an in-school
hip hop residency by Baba Israel. The Mahaiwe
provides study guides before each performance,
and Mahaiwe Education Coordinator Laura Fleury
is available to outline the curriculum connections
for individual teachers. For schedule information or tickets to school field trip performances,
contact Laura Fleury at 413-644-9040 ext. 105
or education@mahaiwe.org.
Hillcrest Educational Centers Inc. (HEC) has
been awarded several recent grants for various
programs and activities. HEC was awarded $4,000
by The Guardian Life Insurance Company
of America to begin a culinary pre-vocational
program at HEC’s Housatonic Academy campus.
Four HEC staff will become ServSafe food safety
managers and will be certified as exam proctors,
so they may instruct students in the culinary prevocational program and certify them in food safety
and sanitation, as required by the Massachusetts
Food Code. HEC also has been awarded $5,000
from Pittsfield Cooperative Bank to purchase
iPads and speech and language applications for
the ASD (Autism Spectrum Disorder) Residential
Program to help ASD children learn and communicate with teachers, staff, family members,
peers and conventional students. In another grant,
HEC was awarded $5,418 from Berkshire Life
Charitable Foundation to purchase assistive
technology, specifically laptop computers and safe
desks, for the ASD classrooms at the Housatonic
Academy. HEC also received a $7,500 grant from
Health New England to begin a new equineassisted psychotherapy program in collaboration
with Berkshire HorseWorks (June 2014 BT&C)
that will utilize the Equine Assisted Growth and
Learning Associations (EAGALA) model.

Massachusetts College of Liberal Arts has
been awarded a $26,000 grant from the Massachusetts Department of Education to fund its participation in the Commonwealth Dual Enrollment
Program during the 2015 fiscal year. Through the
program, academically qualified high school juniors
and seniors can register for one or more classes at
MCLA free of charge, receive an introduction to
college life and the academic expectations of a college course, while earning college credits. Students
who are in their junior or senior year of high school,
have maintained a minimum cumulative grade
point average of 3.0 or better, and have a letter of
recommendation from a guidance counselor are
eligible to apply to the program. Qualified students
may enroll in MCLA day classes. Enrollment for
the spring program will begin in November. Those
interested should contact Josh Mendel in the Office
of Admission at 413-662-5410.
Greylock Marketing Group (GMG), a
full-service advertising agency and subsidiary
of Greylock Federal Credit Union, received
two Gold Marketing awards for advertising
campaigns at the 2nd Annual New England
Financial Marketing Awards Gala. GMG won a
gold award for a complete marketing campaign
and another for branding with the “Anywhere
Banking” campaign they created for Greylock
Federal Credit Union.u

ICC MC73444
US DOT 058227

Specialists in residential moving & warehousing.

Locally & worldwide.
Proudly serving The Berkshires for over 90 years.

Be Well Berkshires has launched a new website (www.bewellberkshires.org) and a newsletter. Be Well Berkshires is a community-based
health initiative created in 2009 through Mass in
Motion funding in the towns of Lee, Lenox, and
Stockbridge. In 2011, Community Transformation
Grant funds made it possible to expand the project
to include Great Barrington and Pittsfield. It is
comprised of local health officials and board of
health members, nutritionists, restaurant owners
and other members of the community, to combat
the problems of obesity by promoting healthy eating and active living. It also addresses smoking
and other health issues.

Heather Bartini
Personal Banking

Quality service • Competitive Rates
A Family Owned & Operated Business Since 1923

or Toll Free

413•499•4982 1•800•225•8068
visit our website at www.castinemovers.com

Erin Carlotto
Mortgage Banking

EQUAL HOUSING LENDER
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people on the move

George

Mele

MountainOne Bank
has announced the establishment of a dedicated
Commercial Services
team to serve the banking
needs of its commercial
clients. Leading the team
will be Shawn George,
senior vice president and
senior commercial services officer. Based at the
bank’s office in Rockland,
George will lead the team
in both eastern and western
Massachusetts, focusing
on implementation of a
consistent calling and
sales program, with an
emphasis on expanding
MountainOne’s commercial deposit base. Joe Mele
has been named commercial services officer,

and will be located at the
MountainOne Financial
Center in the William
Stanley Business Park in
Pittsfield. Mele will work
to expand the commercial
deposit base in western
Massachusetts markets.
Prior to joining MountainOne, Mele served as
a mortgage originator at
Huxley
Legacy Banks and also
was a small business owner, operating The New
Berry Place and Joe’s Lunch Box in downtown
Pittsfield. Team member Seerena Huxley currently
serves as vice president, commercial services officer, and is located in MountainOne’s Rockland
and Quincy offices. She will work to expand commercial deposits in eastern Massachusetts markets.
Prior to her current role, Huxley served as vice
president and senior community banking officer at
MountainOne, and has held management positions
in retail banking for over two decades.

Creating connections and strengthening opportunities
for Job Seekers and Employers.

EMPLOYER SERVICES

Job Postings
Job Matching/Pre-Screenings
Recruitments & Job Fairs
Access to Interview & Conference Rooms
Informational Workshops & Seminars
Layoff Aversion Strategies
Labor Market/Wage Statistics
Grants & Tax Credit Opportunities
Training funds
Unemployment Information
Human Resources & Management Skill Trainings
160 North Street, 3rd Floor
Pittsfield, MA · 413.499.2220 ext.138 or 111
www.berkshireworks.org

Barbara Schmick,
long-time director of
operations at Berkshire
Money Management, has
been promoted to president and chief operating
officer. Schmick began
her career with Berkshire
Money Management in
2009 as director of operations after more than 15
Schmick
years of experience managing international programs for global, Fortune
500 companies. During her tenure, she has overseen the firm’s creative marketing and public relations efforts that have bolstered Berkshire Money
Management’s name recognition throughout the
region, and more recently assumed responsibility
for the overall operations of the firm, including
billing, accounting and oversight. In addition, she
has served as the liaison for the numerous community and cultural programs that Berkshire Money
Management has supported in the region. The
company also announced
that Zack Marcotte, associate financial advisor and
compliance officer, has
been certified as a Chartered Retirement Planning
Counselor (CRPC) by the
College of Financial Planning. Individuals who hold
the CRPC designation
have completed a course
Marcotte
of study encompassing
pre-and post-retirement needs, asset management,
estate planning and the entire retirement planning
process. Marcotte has worked with Berkshire
Money Management since 2007 and became the
firm’s compliance officer in 2012. In 2014, he also
became an associate financial advisor.
Peter West and Corey Bishop of Bishop West
Real Estate recently attended the Society of Exchange Counselors National Real Estate Marketing
Conference in Albuquerque, where commercial and
investment properties representing a total value in
excess of $524 million were presented for sale or
exchange. West’s and Bishop’s participation provided an opportunity for their local properties to
get expanded national exposure in the commercial
real estate equity market.

The Pittsfield Cooperative Bank has announced
the following staff promotions: Michael Barbieri,
to senior vice president of
mortgage and consumer
lending; Adrienne DeBlieux Speed, to vice
president of information
technology; Frances Premerlani, to vice president
Barbieri
and mortgage originator;
and Sandra Girard, to
assistant vice president
and branch manager. Barbieri, a native of Great
Barrington and a longtime resident of Pittsfield,
joined Pittsfield Cooperative Bank in 2007 as an
assistant vice president
of commercial lending
and soon ascended to vice
DeBlieux
president, the position
he held prior to his latest promotion. DeBlieux
Speed, a Pittsfield native,
joined The Co-op as a
teller in 1992 and over
the past 22 years has
moved on to positions
of increasing responsibility, including loan
processing clerk, network
administrator, operations
Premerlani
officer/network administrator and assistant vice
president. Premerlani, a
West Stockbridge native
and current resident of
Great Barrington, has
been underwriting and
originating mortgages
in southern Berkshire
County for nearly 35
years, first with the Great
Barrington Savings Bank
Girard
and then Berkshire Bank.
She joined Pittsfield Cooperative Bank as assistant vice president/mortgage originator in 2013.
Girard, who was raised in Becket and currently
resides in Hinsdale, started working with The
Co-op in 1983 after graduating from Wahconah
Regional High School. During her 31-year tenure, she has risen through the ranks, advancing
from teller to customer service representative to
assistant branch manager and then to manager of
the bank’s Dalton office.
Massachusetts College of Liberal Arts (MCLA)
has announced that Charlotte Degen ’73, vice
president of student affairs, will retire from the
college after 40 years of service. Throughout her
career, Degen authored numerous federal, state
and foundation grant proposals, and participated
in many initiatives, such as MCLA’s educational
enrichment program, which evolved into the
Center for Student Success and Engagement
(CSSE). Following Degen’s departure in October,
Associate Dean of Students Theresa O’Bryant
’86 will assume the role of interim vice president
of student affairs.
Paula Walczyk has joined the Pittsfield office
of Raymond James & Associates Inc. as vice
president, investments. Walczyk has been in the
financial services industry for over 15 years, most
recently with Wells Fargo Advisors in Northampton. She is a Berkshire County native and currently
resides in Dalton, where she is a member and past
president of the Dalton Rotary Club.

…because home is where the heart is!
We Offer:
Personal Care
Live In Service – Up to and
Including 24 Hour Care
u Medication Reminding
u Homemaking
u Companionship
u Shopping and Errands
u Door to Door Services for
Appointments & Procedures
u
u

Call us to set up an appointment
for a complimentary assessment!

413-464-7524

371 South Street • PO Box 1924
Pittsfield, MA 01201
www.mtviewhomecare.com
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Ongoing: Berkshire Business Builders networking meeting
every Thursday morning from 8:30 to 9:30 a.m. at 55 Church
Street in Pittsfield. All business people looking for an opportunity to network are invited. For information, call Kathy
Hazelett at 413-442-8581.
Ongoing: the Job Club meets Mondays from 10 to 11 a.m.
at the North Adams Public Library and from 1 to 2 p.m. at
BerkshireWorks Career Center at 160 North St. in Pittsfield.
Free and informal program helps participants who are seeking
employment to expand their network of contacts and provides
valuable job-search tips. For information, visit www.berkshireworks.org or call 413-499-2220.
Oct. 21: Chamber night networking event for the Williamstown
Chamber of Commerce, 5 to 7 p.m. at the MountainOne Bank
office. Call 413-458-9077 for details or to register.
Oct. 21, Nov. 18: Pittsfield Green Drinks, informal gathering
of people interested in conservation and environmental issues on
third Tuesday of each month. 5:15 p.m. at Rainbow Restaurant on
First Street. Sponsored by the Berkshire Environmental Action
Team (BEAT). For more information and meeting location, contact
Jane Winn at jane@thebeatnews.org or 413-230-7321.
Oct. 22: internet security seminar, sponsored by Salisbury Bank
and featuring Dave Hall, president of CompuWorks, who will
discuss how hackers invade computers to steal financial information, what you can do to avoid being vulnerable to a computer
breach, and what to do if you have been hacked. 5:30 p.m. at the
First Congregational Church Parish Room, 251 Main St., Great
Barrington. Free but RSVP suggested. Call Kevin Norton at 860435-9801 ext. 1010 or email knorton@salisburybank.com.
Oct. 22: northern Berkshire Community Coalition Fall
neighborlies celebration to recognize those who have performed
acts of kindness or made a positive difference in their lives, in
their neighborhoods or in their community. 5 to 6:30 p.m. at the
Congregation Beth Israel Synagogue, 53 Lois St., North Adams.
For information, call Annie Rodgers at 413-663-7588.
Oct. 23: BYP networking Social at Berkshire Taconic Community Foundation, 800 N. Main St., Sheffield, from 5 to 7
p.m. Free to BYP cardholders, $5 for others. To register visit
berkshirechamber.org or call 413-499-4000.
Oct. 23, 30: Surfing the Web, two-part class on using web browsers ad Internet technology, 11 a.m. at the Berkshire Athenaeum
in Pittsfield Free but preregistration required. 413-499-9480 ext.
202 or www.Pittsfieldibrary.org.
Oct. 24: Customer loyalty: Easy Ways to Earn it…Easy Ways
to lose it, workshop led by Jerry Posner from 10 a.m. to noon
at the Berkshire Community College South County Campus.
Presented by the Southern Berkshire Chamber of Commerce
and Berkshire Community College. $39 for SBCC members,
$69 for nonmembers. For reservations, call 413-528-4284 or
email betsy@southernberkshirechamber.com.
Oct. 24: Western Mass. Film and Media Exchange, a gathering
to network, exchange ideas and showcase talent of film and media
industry in western Massachusetts, sponsored by the Berkshire
Film and Media Collaborative. 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. at Whitney Conference Center at Baystate Health, 361 Whitney Ave. in Holyoke.
Information at 413-528-223 or www.BerkshireFilm.com.
Oct.25: day of Service – Fall Edition, a day of volunteer community improvements sponsored by Massachusetts College of
Liberal Arts (MCLA), the North Adams Chamber of Commerce
and the City of North Adams. 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. throughout the
community. Volunteers can show up and work whatever length
of time they choose. For more information, visit www.mcla.
edu or call Spencer Moser at 413-662-5251.

the month in business

Oct. 25-26: 3rd Annual Berkshire orchid & tropical Show,
presented by Berkshire Community College Foundation at Paterson Field House on BCC’s Pittsfield campus. Oct. 25 and 26 from
10 a.m. to 4 p.m., with Preview Party on Oct. 24 from 5 to 7 p.m.
Admission is $5 (children 12 and under are free). Preview Party
tickets start at $35. For more information, contact Ann Phillips
at 413-236-2185 or aphillips@berkshirecc.edu.

Nov. 1: Giving Thanks Benefit Concert and Dinner for Central Berkshire Habitat, featuring Bobby Sweet and the BSweet
Band, Zink & Company, and homemade turkey dinner. Concert
at 7 p.m. with dinner seatings at 4:30 and 6 p.m. Dinner or show
only $15, combo tickets $25. Proceeds benefit housing and other
programs of Habitat. Information and tickets at Berkshirehabitat.
org or Bobbysweet.com, or call 413-442-3181.

Oct. 25, Nov. 2: Berkshire Botanical Garden Fall lecture
Series featuring Dutch Designer Jacqueline van der Kloet on
“Magical Mixes” on Oct. 25, and Peter Hatch, emeritus director of gardens and grounds at Monticello, on “Growing Food
in Thomas Jefferson’s Revolutionary Garden” on Nov. 2. For
information, visit www.BerkshireBotanical.org.

Nov. 4: on the Job training Program Workshop for employers and job seekers with information on OJT program that
reimburses wages of new hires by 50 to 90 percent for first six
months. 10 a.m. at BerkshireWorks Career Center in Pittsfield.
For information or registration call 413-499-2220.

Oct. 28: MGM Springfield Vendor Fair, for potential providers of products and services to meet with developers of
the proposed western Massachusetts casino. From 8:30 to
10 a.m. at Crowne Plaza Hotel in Pittsfield. RSVP to info@
mgmspringfield.com.
Oct. 28, 29: Farmer-landowner Mixers and Suppers to connect
farmers seeking land with established farmers and farmland. Will
also feature panel discussion. Free. Oct. 28 at the Williamstown
Rural Lands Foundation, 671 Cold Spring Rd. in Williamstown,
and Oct. 29 at 264 Main St. (3rd fl.) in Great Barrington. Both
events 6 to 8 p.m., with light supper, beer and networking. RSVP
to barbara@berkshiregrown.org, or call 413-528-0041.
Oct. 29: Good news Business Salute sponsored by Berkshire
Chamber of Commerce. Keynote Speaker Robert Dugger,
chairman of the ReadyNation Advisory Board, who will be
discussing strengthening the economy through investments in
youth. 7:45 a.m. at Berkshire Hills Country Club in Pittsfield.
RSVP at 413-499-4000.
Oct. 30: Windsor Mountain School talk by educator Roselle
Chartock, author of the new book windsor Mountain school:
a Beloved Berkshire Institution. 7 p.m. at the Lenox Library
in Lenox. (Copies of the book will be available for signing.)
Free. For information, call 413-637-2630.
Oct. 30: 5th thursday dinner Series, presented by the Berkshire
Regional Planning Commission, featuring Billie Best, the Community Land Trust program director for the Schumacher Center
for a New Economics and president of the board of trustees
for the Community Land Trust in the Southern Berkshires,
who will discuss the Community Land Trust housing model,
and how it’s flexibility and land acquisition characteristics can
provide housing opportunity in all Berkshire communities. At
Mazzeo’s Ristorante in Pittsfield with cocktail hour from 5:30
to 6:30, with speaker and dinner from 6:30 to 8:30. Tickets are
$36 and must be reserved by Oct. 24. RSVP to Linda Ludwig
at Lludwig@berkshireplanning.org.
Oct. 31: Purposeful Boards, Powerful Fundraising: A team
Workshop, featuring Chuck Loring, senior governance associate
at BoardSource and senior partner of Loring, Sternberg & Associates. Part of the Seminars in Non-Profit Excellence program
sponsored by the Berkshire Taconic Community Foundation
for executives and board members of nonprofit organizations.
Held at the Red Lion Inn in Stockbridge. For information, visit
www.berkshiretaconic.org/CNE.
Oct. 31: lee Premium outlets trick-or-treating at participating stores at the center, 17 Premium Outlets Blvd. in Lee from
5 to 7 p.m. Free bags available in the Customer Service Center.
For details, call 413-243-8186.

Nov. 6: Great Barrington Green drinks, informal gathering
of people interested in conservation and environmental issues
on first Thursday of each month. 5:15 p.m. at the Route 7 Grill,
999 South Main St. For more information, contact Erik Hoffner
at ehoffner@orionmagazine.org or 413-528-4422.
Nov. 6: taste of the Berkshires, annual event presented by
Junior League of Berkshire County, featuring dishes from more
than 20 area restaurants, cash bar and raffle. 5 to 8 p.m. at the
Crowne Plaza in Pittsfield. Tickets are $30 ($50 for couples). For
information, go to www.jlbc.info or call 413-443-5151.
Nov. 7: A taste of the Good life, celebration and fundraider to
support the Lanesborough Initiative for Excellence (LIFE) in its
goal to increase the availability of electronic devices for students
and staff at Lanesborough Elementary School. 6 p.m. at Skyline
Country Club, with Kelly’s Package Store providing tastings of
fall wines and craft beers. Tickets $20 in advance or at the door
for $25. For information, call Anne Pasko at 413-443-1832.
Nov. 9: 3rd annual up Front for deMar 5k race and 1
Mile Walk, benefit event in North Adams to raise scholarship
funds in memory of U.S. Army SPC Michael DeMarsico, who
was killed Aug. 16, 2012 while serving in Afghanistan. Event
also include a pasta dinner on Nov. 8 from 4 to 7 p.m. at the
North Adams American Legion ($7 adults, $5 children and
seniors). For registration and other information, or to help
sponsor the event, contact Eileen Monyahan at 413-212-0445
or at upfrontfordemar5k@gmail.com.
Nov. 9: lenox library’s 5th Annual Scrabble tournament Fundraiser, three-round tournament with check-in at
1:30 p.m. at the library in Lenox. Register before Oct. 27.
413-637-2630.

Nov. 11: Spark networking Gathering for members and
supporters of the region’s creative economy, sponsored by
Berkshire Creative. Free. 5:30 to 7:30 p.m. at Lauren Clark
Fine Art, 25 Railroad St. in Great Barrington. Information at
Berkshirecreative.org.
Nov. 12: Williamstown Chamber of Commerce Annual
Meeting, 5 to 7 p.m. at Hops & Vines, 16 Water St., featuring
the Year in Review, an updated look at the chamber’s website
and more. Includes savory contemporary American cuisine from
the chef at Hops & Vines. $30 members, $35 non-members, with
cash bar. Register by Nov. 7 at info@williamstownchamber.
com or call 413-458-9077.
Nov. 12: north Adams Green drinks, informal gathering of
people interested in conservation and environmental issues on
second Wednesday of each month. 5:30 p.m. at the Freight Yard
Pub in the Western Gateway Heritage Park. Sponsored by the
Berkshire Environmental Action Team (BEAT) and Northern
Berkshire Transition. For more information, contact Jane Winn
at jane@thebeatnews.org or 413-230-7321.
Nov. 14, 15: Festival of trees 2014 on Safari, presented
by the Berkshire Museum, opens with preview party on Nov.
14 from 5:30 to 7:30 p.m., and then opens to the public Nov.
15 through Jan. 4. For preview party tickets (RSVP by Nov.
7) and other information, call 413-443-7171 ext. 37 or go to
berkshiremuseum.org/festival-of-trees-2014.
Nov. 16: Palladian Architecture and the Beauty of Geometry,
lecture presented by Rachel Fletcher, author of The Perfect
Measure, a part of Lenox Library’s Distinguished Lecture Series.
4 p.m. in the Lenox Library, 18 Main St., Lenox. Free and open
to the public. For information, call 413-637-2630.
Nov. 19: Business-to-Business Showcase sponsored by
Berkshire Chamber of Commerce. 4 to 7 p.m. at Crowne
Plaza in Pittsfield. For information on participation, call 413499-4000 ext. 126.
Nov. 18: Veterans Only Job Fair sponsored by BerkshireWorks Career Center. 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. at the Career Center,
160 North St., Pittsfield. For information and pre-registration,
call 413-499-2220 ext. 110.
Nov. 22, 23: Holiday Farmers’Markets, presented by Berkshire
Grown, featuring holiday ingredients and gifts from local farmers and artisan producers. Nov. 22 at Monument Valley Middle
School in Great Barrington, and Nov. 23 at Williams College
Towne Field House in Williamstown. Both events from 10 a.m.
to 2 p.m. Also held Dec. 13 (Great Barrington) and Dec. 14
(Williamstown). For details, visit berkshiregrown.org.◆

CHRISTY HEADY

• Published Journalist - Bestselling Author
• Editing - Manuscripts
• Marketing - Branding Consultant
For information and consultation, call 413-298-4015 Stockbridge
christyheady@gmail.com

cell: 561-275-8398

Put Our Insurance
Resources to Work
for Your Business
Insurance to Meet the
Unique Needs of Your Business
Berkshire Insurance Group is the
largest full-service insurance agency
in western Massachusetts, offering
a complete line of property and
casualty insurance products for
individuals and commercial clients.

Visit us at our new headquarters:
Old Town Hall at 43 East Street
(Park Square), Pittsfield, MA
For more info, call 866.636.0244

A Berkshire Bank Affiliate

---

berkshireinsurancegroup.com

berkshirebank.com
All Your Financial Solutions: Insurance, Commercial Banking, Asset Based Lending, Cash Management,
Mortgage Lending, Private Banking, Retail Banking, Small Business and Wealth Management

Banking products are provided by Berkshire Bank: Member FDIC. Equal
Housing Lender. Berkshire Bank is a Massachusetts chartered bank.

Life is exciting. Let us help.
Auto · Home · Life · Business

Insurance products are provided by Berkshire Insurance Group, Inc., a Berkshire Bank affiliate, and in New York by
Berkshire Insurance Agency, a registered trade name for Berkshire Insurance Group, Inc., a Berkshire Bank affiliate:
Insurance and investment products are not FDIC-insured, are not a bank deposit, “NOT guaranteed BY THE BANK,” “NOT
INSURED BY ANY FEDERAL GOVERNMENT AGENCY” and may lose value.
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commentary

Lessons learned from Bcc’s strategic planning process
By eLLen Kennedy
Strategic planning consists of: a) innovation, b) participation, c) collective
pursuit of best practices, and d) openness
to change.
At Berkshire Community College
(BCC), our experience has affirmed all
of the above. Through our recent strategic planning process, we recognized the
importance of self-reflection and collective
action derived from involvement of the entire campus community (students, faculty,
staff, board of trustees, BCC Foundation,
OLLI, and alumni) as well as our broader
community (businesses, elected officials,
municipalities, arts organizations, other
nonprofits, donors, and education partners). As a result, our plan reflects a vision
for BCC, the aspirations of our students,
and the economic goals of the communities we serve. It positions and prepares
BCC to respond to a changing local, state,
national and global economy.
The timing was appropriate for BCC
to undertake a new strategic planning
process. It had been nearly six years
since the former plan was developed.
New leadership, combined with both new
and experienced faculty and staff, were
beginning to take on the challenge of
developing a new strategic direction. An
upcoming $23 million facilities project
would provide the opportunity to reimagine core academic buildings. Lastly,
the role of community colleges, both
state and nationwide, has been shifting.
A new strategic plan would allow BCC
to effectively respond to the needs of our
constituents and the community we serve.
The college wanted to create a holistic
planning and implementation model that
reaffirmed its mission and also utilized
critical assessment measures.

Ellen Kennedy is
president of Berkshire
Community College.

In launching this process, we found
that capturing a collective sense of
ownership was NOT a challenge. Though
initially the 30-member Strategic Planning Committee seemed a little uncertain
about its charge and unsure about how
a strategic plan could evolve from their
efforts, they set aside their skepticism and
brought their critical and collaborative
thinking to the discussions and the search
for information. Faculty and staff worked
together in ways this college has never
experienced before. The cross-divisional
composition of the committee provided
for lively, thoughtful and productive
discussions.
Co-chairs Ellen Shanahan (faculty chair
of the Fine and Performing Arts Department) and Gina Stec (director of grants development & management) led the effort
to develop the strategic plan with guidance
from Development Institute (a consultancy
based in Boston). They ensured that every
member of our college community was
vested in the process and felt empowered
to contribute time, experience and knowledge to the process.
With the completion of an environmental scan critical to any strategic planning
process – asking what challenges and
opportunities face our industry, region,
and consumers – the Strategic Planning Committee used this information to

Collaborate
engineering
architecture
civil/survey
planning

further inform discussions and develop an
Discussions focus on themes of leadership
overall vision for the plan. Eighteen focus
and institutional change and will continue
groups and listening sessions allowed for
throughout the academic year.
both internal and external constituents to
The five task forces (with the assistance
shape the direction of the plan. We also
of key campus liaisons from finance, enensured that our efforts complemented
rollment, administration and institutional
the Massachusetts Board of Higher Edueffectiveness) established a semester-long
meeting schedule and are developing cuscation’s Vision Project, which focuses on
tomized approaches to gather information
college participation, college completion,
and develop action plans. The Implestudent learning, workforce alignment,
mentation Committee meets monthly and
preparing citizens, and the elimination of
serves as the initial vehicle for reporting
disparities.
progress or presenting issues. Since AuIn this process, we learned that providgust, each of the task
ing opportunities for
review and feedback Strategic planning has cre- forces has identified
(ranging from word ated an excitement at BCC, its respective objectives for the year,
changes to hybrid
concepts) strengthens and the goals will ensure our carefully considering
involvement and en- students and community are the overarching institutional goals of encourages a willingness
front and center.
rollment and completo try new approaches
tion. Trustees are serving as liaisons to the
to problem-solving, develops new ways
five task forces and will report progress
of moving forward into the future, and
to the full board of trustees, beginning in
reorients long-revered or long-pursued
December.
goals that are not identified as priorities
What have we learned so far through
in the strategic plan. These discussions
this strategic planning process? Some of
can sometimes be difficult. Having an
the key points are presented below:
inclusive process ultimately strengthens
• Involve every member of your orgaa commitment to change and enhances
nization. Some will see participation as a
pursuit of the most meaningful and
natural responsibility, while others may
impactful goals.
need encouragement. Ask, listen, and
BCC began its strategic planning
incorporate.
process a year ago. By the spring of 2014,
• Reflect upon the useful and appropriwe reviewed a draft and sought feedate suggestions of every participant. This
back from our stakeholders. Using that
inclusiveness will spark greater participafeedback, we finalized the strategic plan
tion and inspire the courage to embrace
for presentation to the board of trustees,
which had been updated throughout the
change.
• Carefully study the environment in
development process.
which you do business. Identify and focus
The plan includes five Strategic Goals
on the opportunities and challenges you
(Enhanced Learning, Student Achieveface now, in five years, and beyond.
ment, Improved Infrastructure, Advancing
• Use a cross-functional team and
the Institution, and Collaborative Partner“shop” your draft plan with every constituships). Following the plan’s approval by
ency. Did you capture their thinking? Is
the board of trustees, an Implementation
the document clear and understandable?
Committee was formed. Five separate task
Will they support the mission, goals, and
forces were created to support each of the
vision embodied within the plan?
goals – with task force membership cross• Seek approval from appropriate confunctional and representative of every
stituencies.
campus population and interest group.
• Develop an implementation plan and
Many individuals who participated in
a new implementation team that includes
development of the strategic plan became
some members of your development team
members of the leadership team entrusted
as well as a healthy number of new memwith its implementation. Co-chairs Shabers to involve your workforce further.
nahan and Stec continue in their overall
• During both the development and
leadership role through the Implementaimplementation phases, ensure an effective
tion Committee.
“reporting out” process that allows every
Together, the Implementation Commitemployee to learn about the plan, offer
tee and task force members total nearly 70
feedback, and participate in the pursuit of
faculty and staff. A retreat was held with
goals or objectives.
the Implementation Committee in June,
• Revisit your strategic plan often to
and a second kick-off retreat was held in
ensure that it meets the evolving needs of
August, bringing together the Implementayour constituencies and reflects a dynamic
tion Committee with the task force groups.
organization.
To unify the group as the implementation
We will continue to listen, grow, and
process moves forward, all committee
evolve as this process unfolds. Strategic
members have been encouraged to read
planning has created an excitement at BCC,
John Kotter’s Leading Change and to
and the goals will ensure our students and
participate in discussion groups using
community are front and center.◆
the college’s online learning platform.

PITTSFIELD COMMERCIAL PROPERTIES

EASt St. ProFESSionAl BuildinG
50+ car on-site parking, 3 single-level
office condos totaling 3476 S/F,
HVAC, handicap accessible.
For SAlE in the $300s.

ST. LUKE’S PLAZA • EAST STREET
Retail/service/office suites 1130-6000 S/F,
handicap accessible, competitive rent and
plentiful parking at the door.
For rEnt.

Call Jeff rose
cell: 413-358-3333
50 depot st dalton ma 01226 413 684 0925
44 spring st adams ma 01220 413 743 0013
www.hillengineers.com

www.cbrose.com

800-893-9287 • jrose@cbrose.com
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Paul

Before
helps build your
business, he builds a relationship.

Meet Paul, commercial lender in our Pittsfield office. Paul really understands business, and he
judges his own success by the success of his clients. He’s here to provide the lending expertise you
need and the personal service you deserve. When you work with Paul and his team, you’ll see
that MountainOne isn’t just a bank. It’s people —who happen to be experts in commercial lending.

mountainone.com
855-444-MTN1 (6861)

Pittsfield

|

Williamstown

|

North Adams

|

Danvers

|

Quincy

|

Rockland

|

Scituate

All loans subject to approval. Member FDIC. Member DIF. Equal Housing Lender.

Client:

MountainOne Bank

Live Area: N/A

Creative Director: B. Pruett

Client
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The stationery Factory
continued from page 1

H B  D P
3 Prime Offices
Total 1,097 sq. ft.
413-528-9841 option 2
galebbs@gmail.com

that we drive to other places for,” said
Steven Sears. “We thought: ‘What if we
could create some of those things here that
we now go elsewhere for?’”
The Dalton resident is now in the process
of putting that hypothetical to the test. Along
with his wife, Maria Cruz, a nutritionist at
Williams College, and equity partner Willa
Kuh, an urban planning consultant in Newton,
Sears is in the early stages of repurposing
the 110,000-square-foot multistory brick
complex for a diverse range of activities
and attractions with commercial, cultural
and community applications.
“This plan is a little bit organic,” Sears
said. “It will take shape very naturally over

Now Serving
the Berkshires.
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time as we find people who want to be part
of this community.”
Among those who have already bought
into the concept is RBD Electronics, an
established business that last year moved its
operations from Pittsfield to The Stationery
Factory (see story on page 15). In addition
to utilizing some 25,000 square feet in the
building’s basement level, the company
recently completed work on 2,000 square
feet of new office space on an upper floor
for its operations.
“They’ve been here from day one,” said
Sears, noting that RBD serves as an important
anchor tenant – and source of rental income
– for The Stationery Factory as other aspects
of the project take shape.
Also on board from the beginning is an
entirely different type of venture, Berkshire
Carousel, whose involvement illustrates the
broad scope of Sears’ vision for the building’s
redevelopment.
Shortly after Sears acquired the complex
last summer, an agreement was announced
by which a site at The Stationery Factory
would become the permanent home of
Berkshire Carousel, an ambitious effort
to create and operate an old-style merrygo-round as a community recreational and
cultural attraction.
The high-profile project, which has gained
much acclaim over the past several years for
the intricate hand-carving, construction and
painting of the carousel’s wooden horses by
legions of volunteers, has been somewhat
star-crossed in its efforts to secure a permanent home for the attraction once it is ready
to be assembled.
After Berkshire Carousel’s most recent
plan to build a facility at a town-owned site
in Lanesboro fell through, Sears offered the
organizers space in one of The Stationery
Factory’s existing parking lots to build a
permanent home for the attraction. In accepting this offer, Berkshire Carousel also
moved its workshop and related operations
into an adjacent section of the building at
its southern end.
Since then, organizers have been raising
the funds and working out assorted logistical details that will allow them to begin
construction of a year-round enclosure for
the carousel (see story on page 1).
Sears noted that the building site for the
planned enclosure is being provided at no
charge to Berkshire Carousel. The roughly
15,000 square feet of interior space now being utilized for related operations is also on
a rent-free basis, although the organization
is contributing to the cost of utilities.
“They have a lot of challenges in terms of
what they want to do here,” said Sears. “I am
doing everything I can to allow them to be
here and to encourage them to permanently
locate here.”
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on any Culligan Water
Treatment System

With this coupon. Not valid with any other offers.
Limited time offer from your participating Culligan
dealer. $9.95 per month for 90 days then standard
rates apply. Expires 12/31/14.

K9N=+-(
When you buy a Culligan®
Whole House Water
Conditioner & Drinking
Water System

Valid to qualifying customers. Some restrictions may
apply. Limited time offer from your participating
Culligan dealer. Expires 12/31/14.
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No Payments! No Interest!

BERKSHIRECADILLAC.COM

Valid to qualifying customers. Some restrictions may
apply. Limited time offer from your participating
Culligan dealer. Expires 12/31/14.

Culligan of Lenox
CulliganNortheast.com
(413) 499-1144
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The inclusion of a nuts-and-bolts type of
commercial enterprise such as RBD Electronics and a whimsical public attraction such
as Berkshire Carousel illustrates a certain
necessary pragmatism in Sears’ redevelopment efforts.
But it is pragmatism with a purpose –
providing support to a guiding concept for
turning the former Crane complex into a
thriving and eclectic marketplace, economic
engine and community resource.
For Sears, this reflects his longtime connection not only to the community in which
he was raised, but also the company at which
he worked for many years.
Sears noted that he grew up in the central
Berkshire town at his family’s home just a
few blocks from The Stationery Factory,
which is located at 63 Flansburg Ave., just
north of Main Street. After earning a degree
in mechanical engineering, he returned to his
hometown and took a job as an hourly worker
at Crane & Company (now known simply
as Crane), which was then and continues to
be the town’s largest employer.
“I worked in R&D and engineering and
became manager of the process control department,” Sears said. Later, he spent about
10 years as vice president of manufacturing,
engineering and environmental services before leaving the company in 2006.
Since then, he has worked as a consultant
in papermaking and other industries, and has
become more involved in the community
through his service on the boards of various
nonprofit organizations.
Sears has also been a longtime member
of the town’s Development and Industrial
Commission and Redevelopment Authority.
In this context, he said, the changing scope of
Crane’s operations, and the impact this has
on its existing buildings and infrastructure in
town, was regularly on his radar screen.
“I’ve always been concerned about what
would happen to Crane buildings as they
became vacant,” he said. “Once buildings

are no longer being used, there’s a danger of
them becoming stagnant very quickly.”
In terms of The Stationery Factory, the
company’s plans to phase out operations
there and consolidate them in Crane facilities in other locations had been known for a
number of years.
The prospect of the building becoming
vacant prompted another town resident,
former state Rep. Denis Guyer, to put forth
a plan in 2010 to redevelop the property for
a mix of commercial and residential uses,
as part of his broader plan to establish a
new community development corporation
(CDC) in Dalton.
Both plans for establishing the CDC and
redeveloping the building failed to move
forward for various reasons.
Also, along the way, Crane’s plans for consolidating operations changed. Rather than
moving operations to a facility at Downing
Industrial Park in Pittsfield, the company
decided to shift them to North Adams to
become part of its Excelsior Process & Engraving business.
“In the summer of 2012 Crane was consolidating operations to North Adams,” said
Sears. “I contacted Crane about buying the
building and began developing a vision and
concept for redeveloping it.”
A year later, in July 2013, Sears and his
partners completed their purchase of the
building for $540,000. The deal, which was
financed by Pittsfield Cooperative Bank,
also included two residential duplexes
adjacent to The Stationery Factory at its
northern end.
Shortly after that, RBD Electronics took
occupancy of the building’s lower level at
its northern end, which is equipped with
loading docks for the company’s use. Then,
in October, the Berkshire Carousel moved
into a rear section at the southern end of the
building, which it uses for its wood-carving
and painting workshops and for storage
purposes.
continued on next page
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continued from previous page
In addition to the creation of new office
space for RBD, a few other small tenants
are using some of the existing office space
in the building.

Bringing new life to building

The Nairobi, Kenya-based social enterprise
venture is focused on the development and
marketing of more affordable sanitary pads
for impoverished women in that and other
African countries.
“The challenge is developing a product
that is cheaper and more accessible to a wider
range of women,” explained April Zhu, a
product development fellow with ZanaAfrica. “We’re looking at new materials and
processes to make it more affordable.”
Zhu, a recent graduate of Wellesley College, has set up a small office on The Stationery Factory’s second floor, where she will
begin product development research toward
this goal. As that process ramps up from
bench-top equipment to scale production of
new materials, ZanaAfrica will more fully
utilize the 1,200 square feet of open industrial
space that it has leased in the complex.
“What ZanaAfrica will be doing here is a
great example how [space in this building]
can be put back to use in a way that brings
added value through their social enterprise
focus,” said Sears.

According to Sears, the ability to bring
in tenants that keep various sections of the
building in use has been important on several
different levels.
First, there’s the basic financial benefit of
having a revenue stream right off the bat to
help cover costs of maintaining the building while planning and preparing for other
aspects of the redevelopment.
On another level, he said, the operations
of RBD and the Berkshire Carousel give the
complex an aura of vibrancy and purpose
that stands in stark contrast to the feel of a
former industrial building that sits vacant
and unused.
“It’s good to have a building lived in,” he
said. “They’re working in this space, and it’s
becoming alive.”
And, in a related sense, Sears pointed out
that the early success in bringing new life into
Culture, commerce, community
a building such as The Stationery Factory
As noted earlier, the redevelopment
dramatically changes the overall economics
concept for The Stationery Factory also
of the redevelopment process.
centers on attracting and introducing new
activities and enterprises that are missing or
“To save these buildings [right away]
are under-represented within the town itself.
when they go from being used is pennies
“We want to complement – not compete
on the dollar compared what it will cost
with – other things that are already here in
if you let them sit unused – even for just a
town,” said Sears.
year,” he said.
This encompasses several different secIn the case of The Stationery Factory,
tors – from retail stores
Sears said he was able
“We see the potential for a to restaurants, and from
to purchase a wellmaintained building conversion from manufactur- cultural venues to community organizations.
at a reasonable price
ing to marketplace.”
“We see the potenshortly after its optial for a conversion from manufacturing
erations were moved to North Adams. As
to marketplace,” Sears said. “For example,
a result, the cost of bringing new life to the
we don’t have a natural food store in town.
complex is far lower than might otherwise
There’s a lack of eating venues that are sensibe the case. “We’re not talking millions of
tive to utilizing local foods and non-GMO
dollars to do this,” he said.
products.”
Those modest costs can also be spread
Other niches in the town exist for entreout over a longer period as Sears and his
preneurial ventures such as a micro-brewery
partners prepare and showcase vacant space
or micro-distillery (both of which Sears said
in the complex for businesses and organizahe is hoping to attract to The Stationery Factions that they believe will help sustain their
tory), while on the cultural side there is an
concept.
absence of galleries, performance spaces and
“We want to grow organically with the
other related activities.
types of business that we want to be a part
In Sears’ view, it is important for the town
of this,” he said.
of Dalton to become more involved in the
In terms of this recruitment effort, he said,
cultural side of the economy. And it is this
the concept slants toward businesses and tenview that has galvanized his efforts and inants engaged in socially and environmentally
terest in bringing Berkshire Carousel to The
responsible practices. “One of the big things
Stationery Factory, serving as the vanguard
that’s important to me is sustainability in how
for other cultural activities to come.
a business operates,” he said.
“I can’t overstate the importance of helpEven in the case of RBD Electronics, he
ing Dalton to connect to the arts community,
noted that the company’s growing business
and the carousel can be a big part of that,” he
of recycling and repurposing computer equipsaid. “What they’re doing is something unment has a solid environmental value.
precedented, and they have a great potential
The same concept holds true with Zafor making an impact on this town.”
naAfrica, a recent addition to the complex.

Growth Area Of Pittsfield

3 retail store fronts with parking for 12 • $224,500

High-visibility area of Pittsfield zoned for commercial, retail and professional
business. Location features high traffic count with 22,000 vehicles passing by
daily. Currently three store fronts, 12 parking spaces, low-maintenance 2,500 sq. ft.
concrete block structure easily modified or removed for new construction. Natural
gas to the site, 400-amp electrical service. There is additional land available to
expand the existing 0.18 acre parcel up to 0.5 acre +/-.
Call Paul Harsch today for details

413-458-5000
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Shown here in an open space on the third floor, Steven Sears explains that being able to purchase the
well-maintained building shortly after Crane relocated its operations has made it easier and less costly
to begin bringing new life into the complex. “We’re not talking millions of dollars to do this,” he says.
That potential will not be fully realized
until next summer at the earliest, when the
organization hopes to complete construction
of a new enclosure for the attraction.
Consistent with his own unhurried approach to the redevelopment project, Sears
said the extended timeline in getting the
carousel up and running was not a concern.
“We want them to succeed, and it will enhance
what we do here,” he said. “But we’re not
dependent in any way on what they do or
when they do it.”
He also noted that recent developments
have helped remove a major roadblock in
the way of Berkshire Carousel’s ability to
operate there.
This roadblock involved the public aspect
of the carousel’s operation that qualifies as
an “assembly use” of the facility. A requirement for any such assembly use is that there
be access to ADA-compliant restrooms,
a feature that The Stationery Factory did
not have.
Installation of these restrooms was an
expense that Berkshire Carousel had not
The Stationery Factory’s newly installed sign along
planned for as part of their ongoing capital
Flansburg Avenue conveys a subtle elegance that
campaign. It was also an expense that Sears
evokes the product line formerly produced there.
said he was unable to cover, given the other
financial demands of the building’s redeSears noted that upper floors remain unsuited
velopment.
to assembly use. That is not likely to change
A solution to this complication took shape
any time soon, since opening those floors
in late July, Sears said, when architects workfor that type of use would require, among
ing on the design of new office space for RBD
other things, installation of an elevator at
Electronics suggested that restrooms planned
an estimated expense of $300,000 or more.
as part of that project could be redesigned
Those floors can, however, be targeted for
to be ADA-compliant and reconfigured so
other purposes and tenants that do not require
they would be accessible to members of the
ADA-compliant access.
public in need of such facilities.
Among the uses that will not be part of
“This problem turned out to have such a
The Stationery Factory’s future is residential
simple solution,” said Sears.
housing – something that had been a major
He noted that the complex received its
part of Denis Guyer’s earlier redevelopment
assembly use permit from the town in late
plan. “What we have to offer is different than
September following completion of the ADAwhat [Guyer] was looking to do,” Sears said.
compliant restroom facilities. The permit
“The need for residential space can be better
allows for gatherings of up to 700 people.
met elsewhere in town. In Dalton, I think,
Shortly after the permit was issued,
there’s more of a need for commercial space
Berkshire Carousel launched a new aspect
that can succeed in bringing new things into
of its pre-construction operations. Under
the mix.”
the name Cafe Rose, it is holding a series of
For the immediate future, Sears said he
dinners, wine tastings and live entertainment
is moving forward on such necessities as
events to raise public awareness of the project
roof repair, while doing basic renovations
and to raise funds for its completion.
in sections of the building being targeted for
Not only does the permit remove a barrier
potential new tenants.
for Berkshire Carousel to hold these types
“By next year we hope to have some of
of events, it also opens the door for Sears to
these spaces under construction, with some
attract other tenants whose operations would
new tenants coming in,” he said.
also involve assembly use activities.
Given the size of the building and the
“Having the ADA restrooms allows us to
scope of his vision for it, Sears said taking
start utilizing this space for a wider range of
smaller steps has helped to keep the overall
tenants and activities,” he said.
debt down and the project on track to becomFor the time being, this affects the main
ing profitable.
first floor of the complex, which is the only
“We’re eating the elephant one bite at a
one to have an ADA-compliant access ramp.
time,” he said.u
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anchor tenant for site

RBD quietly builds
diversified business
from Berkshire base
By Brad Johnson
Despite being a longtime member of the
Berkshire business community, RBD Electronics has maintained a low profile locally
since relocating here from Long Island in
1994.
The quiet company is now making an
important impact as the first major tenant
of The Stationery Factory, a commercial
redevelopment project involving a former
Crane facility in central Dalton (see main
story on page 1).
One year ago, shortly after Dalton resident
and entrepreneur Steven Sears purchased the
facility a block north of Main Street along
Flansburg Avenue, RBD Electronics took
possession of 25,000 square feet in the lower
level on the northeast side of the complex.
“The downstairs was set up for distribution
for Crane’s former business there,” said Ron
Sanders, president and owner of RBD. With
three loading docks and other features, the
utilitarian space “fit our needs pretty well,”
he added.
While this section was readily adapted to
the company’s warehouse and distribution
and refurbishing operations, RBD initially
had to make do with some shared office
space on the first floor of the complex for its
administrative and sales functions.
This arrangement, however, was a temporary one. Earlier this year, work began on a
dedicated suite of offices for RBD, also on
the first floor of the building.
At the end of September, RBD took occupancy of the new space, which, at 2,000
square feet, provides room for existing sales
and purchasing operations as well anticipated
staff additions as the company expands into
new markets in the future.
Sanders said the same is true for the larger
lower level space, where an additional 5,000
square feet is earmarked for future expansion.
“We’re on a growth track,” he said, “and we
have some room to grow here.”

Long Island origins

Sanders explained that RBD Electronics
began 32 years ago as a Long Island-based
wholesale electronic components distributor. Sanders joined the company in 1986
and worked from its Long Island base until
1994, when he established a sales office in
the Berkshires. “I told the owner that I was
tired of Long Island and wanted to open an
office somewhere else,” he recalled.
Within a few years, the entire company
followed Sanders to the Berkshires. “Geography didn’t have an impact on our operations,
and ultimately the business relocated here in
1997,” he said.
Until the recent move to Dalton, the
company had operated from various locations in the Pittsfield area, most recently at
the Hawthorne Mill complex. “We changed
locations as our needs changed over the
years,” Sanders said.
Over the years the company’s operations
had also diversified. In the 1990s RBD
added a contract manufacturing service to its
operations. That side of the business, which
Sanders said grew out of an existing customer
relationship with a firm based in York, Penn.,
continues to operate in that location.
More recently, RBD became involved in
the wholesale marketing of computers and
peripherals, although in a very specialized
niche. “In 2009 we opened our computer
product sales division,” said Sanders. “What
we do is we take in used equipment and refurbish it and resell it to overseas markets.”
Sanders explained that the company
typically contracts with large companies and
institutions (such as schools and universities)
that are doing high-volume upgrades of their
computer systems and equipment to purchase
the old computer CPUs and peripherals that
they are replacing.
Among other functions, RBD employees
test and certify all electronic components
and circuitry, erase all data on hard drives

Ron Sanders stands among some of the CPUs and other computer equipment that RBD Electronics refurbishes and resells. This and other aspects of the company’s
diversified operations have found a home in The Stationery Factory in Dalton, where RBD has become an early anchor tenant for the redevelopment project.
and reformat them for new use. Components
This aspect of the company’s operations
that are damaged or otherwise not repairable
consumes the largest portion of RBD’s
are routed for recycling.
downstairs facility in the Stationery Factory.
In various sections of the company’s lower
By contrast, the original core business of
level space at the Stationery Factory, pallets
electronic component distribution fits within
are loaded with scores of neatly stacked and
one side of a large room equipped with a few
plastic-wrapped CPUs
long rows of shelves
“I’m excited about the
that are either awaitand work stations for
ing refurbishment or
concept Steve has [for the order fulfillment and
have completed the
building], and it’s clear that packing.
process and are ready
Sanders explained
he’s sincere about what
for shipment to RBD’s
that the space differcustomers. Some of he’s doing. So, bringing my ential makes sense,
these customers include
given that the elecbusiness here is a way to
schools and institutions
tronic components are
support that and to invest generally very small by
in developing countries
where the used equipnature. “Everything on
in the community.”
ment represents a sigthis side of the business
nificant step upward in computer capacity.
is pretty much self-contained,” he said, noting
Sanders said the refurbishment and resale
that the expansion into other operations has
of this equipment has become a significant
driven the need for more room.
part of RBD’s operations. It also fits well as an
Support for project’s goals
environmentally friendly solution to dealing
Sanders, who has owned the business
with and disposing vast amounts of outdated
since 2007, said the decision to move to
computer components. “Today, we’re all
the Stationery Factory was prompted by a
about recycling,” he said. “What we’re donumber of factors.
ing here greatly extends the usable life of an
“It became clear that we needed more
awful lot of computer equipment.”

space under one roof,” he said, noting that
the company has grown to 16 employees
and is looking to expand operations in the
near future.
While there could be several other locations that would have fit the company’s
needs, the Stationery Factory had a certain
advantage over them. “Steve is my neighbor,”
Sanders said, noting the he and Sears live next
door to one another on the same street a few
miles across town from the complex.
This proximity played a role in terms of
Sanders’ basic awareness that his neighbor
was looking to fill space in the building
he had just purchased. More importantly,
Sanders said he had a strong affinity for
the community-minded goals behind Sears’
redevelopment project.
“I live here, and what happens in this town
is important to me,” he said. “I’m excited
about the concept Steve has [for the building], and it’s clear that he’s sincere about
what he’s doing. So, bringing my business
here is a way to support that and to invest in
the community.”
And then, of course, there is the real bonus:
“Now, I’ve got just a three-mile commute,”
Sanders laughed.u
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Berkshire Carousel
continued from page 1

a large group of volunteers to hand-carve,
construct and paint the stable of wooden
ponies that will carry riders of all ages once
the carousel is spinning.
The Stationery Factory space has served
as a workshop for the completion of these
ponies, as well as a staging ground for the
carousel’s operations and for storage of the
actual carousel itself – with mechanical,
structural and decorative components awaiting future assembly.
Although an initial goal of setting up and
operating the carousel this past summer did
not pan out, the organization has been busy
with other facets of their plans, and they are
already bringing a lively mix of activity to
the site. “Basically, we’re currently doing
everything except operating the carousel
itself,” said Maria Caccaviello, director of
the organization.
This includes a new series of Friday evening events with food and live entertainment,
operating under the name of Cafe Rose.
They are also holding Saturday afternoon
wine and coffee tastings, as well as painting
workshops, children’s programs, and other
special events.
In one open section of the utilitarian space,
they have set up displays of the ornately
painted horses, decorative panels and other
sections of the carousel to give visitors a
glimpse of what’s to come.
There is also an exhibit of circus posters and memorabilia, including miniature
tabletop circuses. Most of this is from the
collection of local circus buff Dan McGinnis.
Work by local artists and photographs from
the history of local mills are also on view.
These and other activities, which are
helping to boost the public profile and raise
funds for Berkshire Carousel, became possible following approval by the town of
an assembly use permit for The Stationery
Factory in late September.
The absence of this permit, along with
other factors, led Berkshire Carousel to
scrap their earlier plan to begin operating
the carousel this past summer under a tent
or other temporary shelter.
“We wanted to open the carousel to show
the people of Berkshire County what they
have been supporting all these years,” said
Caccaviello. “However, that wasn’t possible.
We’re eager to set up the carousel, but we
want to be sure it’s done right.”

Launched in 2005

The Berkshire Carousel project has captured the imagination of many local residents – and its completion has been eagerly
anticipated – during the nearly 10 years since
it was initiated.

The horses and other components are on display in Berkshire Carousel’s space in The Stationery Factory while they await assembly into the finished attraction.
The project was launched in 2005 by James
and Jackie Shulman. The couple, who live
in Ohio, are former residents of Berkshire
County, and James Shulman grew up here.
Caccaviello said they originally were inspired
to do something for the area after hearing a
speech by the late actor Christopher Reeve
at Williams College about investing in the
community. Focusing on the idea of recreating a historic carousel, the Shulmans formed
a nonprofit organization and secured financial
backing for its initial planning and operations. They recruited Caccaviello to oversee
the project, and a core group of volunteers
and other community supporters was organized. James Shulman serves as president of
the organization, and Caccaviello said the
Shulmans continue to be actively involved
in the project.
Initially, the Shulmans envisioned locating
the carousel in or near downtown Pittsfield,
where it would become a part of the city’s
ongoing effort to become a tourist destination. A commercial lot at the corner of
Center and West streets was purchased as a
site for construction of a structure to house
the carousel.
About four years ago, the organization
obtained a donated space for a workshop
and display area in a large storefront in the
Berkshire Mall in Lanesboro, where the
public could view the volunteer workers, and
the progress on the horses. (They previously
had a workshop in the rear section of the St.
Luke’s Square complex in Pittsfield that was
less visible and accessible to the public.)

One life
built by two
STOP & SHOP PLAZA, MERRILL ROAD, PITTSFIELD

442-6911

www.medwardjewelers.com
Mark E. Kasuba, Gemologist

At one point during their stay at the mall,
plans took shape for Berkshire Carousel to
permanently locate there – a pragmatic arrangement for the organization that would
eliminate the cost of building and maintaining
its own structure for the attraction.
That plan was subsequently shelved, however, and the organization shifted its focus to
an arrangement with the town of Lanesboro
to locate the carousel in a new enclosure to
be built on town-owned land along Route 7
just north of the town center. (These plans
took shape against the backdrop of a strong
but ultimately unsuccessful lobbying effort
by Pittsfield officials and community leaders
to bring the attraction to the city as originally
envisioned by the Shulmans.)
Fate worked against the Lanesboro plan
when complications at the proposed site made
it unfeasible to build a structure there.
It was at this time in summer 2013 that
Sears had just acquired the Crane facility
and was in the early stages of planning its
redevelopment.
Sears approached the organization with an
offer to provide about 15,000 square feet of
open space at the southern end of the complex
for its workshop and storage area, and for
a site in an adjacent parking lot where the
enclosure for the carousel could be built.
Berkshire Carousel accepted Sears’ offer,
and has spent the past year completing work
on the ride’s components and continuing its
campaign to raise funds to set up the permanent enclosure on the property.

Ponies and chariots

Caccaviello said all of the components are
completed and ready to be assembled once
the building is in place. “We can set up the
carousel quickly at any time, when we have
the building there,” she said.
The main frame of the carousel is from a
ride manufactured in 1928 in North Tonawanda, N.Y., by The Herschell Company.
The mechanical elements have been restored by Carousels and Carvings of Marion,
Ohio, which also created new rounding
boards, panels and shields for it.
The ride is 38 feet in diameter with 14
sections. Eleven sections will each have
three wooden ponies across. The other
three sections will have chariots with seats,
including one that is wheelchair accessible,
one with a rocking design, and one that will
be a spinning tub.

The horses and carriages are modeled
after classical figures from the Golden Age
of Carousels (1880-1930). The ponies reflect
the styles of the major carvers of the time
period.
All of the horses have been hand-carved,
constructed and painted by local volunteers,
a process that involves several hundreds of
hours of work per horse.
Each horse has its own distinctive decorative touches and theme, as well as name. In
all, 40 horses have been created – 33 for the
ride and seven “spares” to be rotated in as
needed over time.
Volunteers have also been painting scenes
and ornamentation for other components of
the carousel. This includes wood panels that
are painted with scenes related to individual
or corporate sponsors of the panels.
Over the years, some 400 volunteers have
assisted with the project, including a core
of regulars.
“The process and work itself has been
one of the great things about this project,”
said Caccaviello. “A lot of people have
contributed their time and hard work to
this. Volunteers who didn’t have skills like
carpentry and painting when they started
have become experts at it, and do beautiful
work. It’s quite inspiring.”

Grants and gifts

In addition to finding a permanent home at
The Stationery Factory complex, Berkshire
Carousel achieved two other important milestones that have pushed the project forward
over the past year.
It received a $250,000 matching grant
from the Massachusetts Cultural Facilities
Fund, to be applied towards construction of
its facility. That requires a match from the
community, which Berkshire Carousel is
currently working to raise through sources
such as individual donations and corporate
sponsorships.
Caccaviello noted that they have already
raised a significant share of that in contributions and pledges. While their ultimate goal
is to raise $1 million, the $500,000 from the
grant and match will enable them to set up a
building and install the carousel, she said.
This summer, they also received an unexpected windfall when the Pittsfield Family
YMCA donated a steel-framed pavilion to
the organization. The unused 7,200-squarefoot structure had been a recreation shelter

FOR RENT LENOX CENTER
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750 sq. ft. with one large raised display window,
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$1,250/mo. plus utilities • Available January 2015
Call Carla at 413-298-1664
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at the YMCA’s former Ponterril camp near
Pontoosuc Lake.
Berkshire Carousel plans to disassemble
and move the frame to the Dalton complex,
where it will be rebuilt on the designated site
for the ride. (A small, attached utility structure
will be razed as part of this process.)
The reassembled pavilion will then be
turned into an enclosed shelter, with wall
panels of clear plastic so the carousel ride
and lighting will be visible from the outside.
The enclosure will be designed for year-round
operation of the attraction.
After the enclosure is installed, the organization will continue to use a section of
the existing building for its cafe, workshops,
displays, storage and other purposes.
The current goal is to complete the new
building, install the carousel and begin
offering rides to the public next summer.
Caccaviello said their long-range plan is
to connect the new carousel structure to
the main building through a short enclosed
walkway.

berkshire Trade & CommerCe

an honor for the volunteers who have been
doing this, and a recognition of the quality
of their work.”
On another front, Berkshire Carousel is
offering educational programs for children,
including after-school classes and other
programs. For example, they are offering a
special curriculum (funded by a grant from
Macy’s) that teaches children about the history and craft of carousels. This culminates
in the students making miniature carousels
of their own.
“It’s multidisciplinary,” said Caccaviello.
“It covers history art, math and other subjects
and skills.”
A complete schedule of upcoming events
and programs is available at the Berkshire
Carousel website (www.berkshirecarousel.
com) and its Facebook page “The Berkshire
Carousel”). The organization can also be
reached at 413-499-0457.◆
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Sustainable operation

In addition to seeking contributions, grants
and sponsorships, Berkshire Carousel is
engaging in other activities to raise funds
not only to complete the project but also to
help sustain it when it goes live.
“Our business model has an emphasis on
being a financially sustainable organization,”
Caccaviello said, noting that the goal is to
generate income from multiple sources on
an ongoing basis.
Beyond the revenue from carousel rides,
which are expected to be priced at about $2,
this includes hosting a variety of other public
events and activities.
For example, volunteer members of
Berkshire Carousel are using their painting
skills to offer art workshops, such as “Paint
and Sip” classes, which are designed both
to provide hands-on learning, and also be
entertaining and social.
After holding workshops at other locations this summer, the organization began
offering these at The Stationery Factory in
late September, following issuance of the
assembly use permit.
That permit also allowed Berkshire Carousel to launch Cafe Rose, which features
meals by Aura Whitman of nAtURAlly
Catering & Takeout, and live entertainment
by local musicians and performers on Friday
evenings.
In addition to Whitman’s catering of
dinner events, Berkshire Carousel has partnered with other regional food and beverage
businesses – such as Chocolate Springs,
Furnace Brook Winery, Balderdash Cellars,
Tunnel City Coffee and others – to provide
the ingredients and services for additional
fund-raising events.
Among these is a cake demonstration and
tasting event scheduled for Oct. 26 that will
be presented by Irene’s Cakes By Design (a
venture headed by Irene and Michael Maston,
who were owners of the former Truffles &
Such restaurant in Pittsfield).
In addition to public events, Caccaviello
said they also have made the facility and
workshops available for private events, including functions for adults and children’s
birthday parties.
The Berkshire Carousel facility is also
open to the public for visits on Saturday
afternoons, with music and coffee and wine
tastings.
Caccaviello noted that these activities
are also part of the broader mission of the
Berkshire Carousel to serve as a community
resource and cultural center.

outside restoration work

The expertise that the volunteers have
acquired at creating carousel horses has led
to another source of income. The organization
offers its expertise to create or restore horses
for carousels in other locations, as well as
restoring them for individual collectors or
the owners of older rocking horses.
“People elsewhere heard about what we’re
doing, and we started getting requests to do
work for them,” said Caccaviello, noting
that one recent job was to create horses
for a carousel in Montana. “It has opened
up a new source of revenue to support the
operations of Berkshire Carousel. It’s also
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farm assistance grows

Greater Berkshire
Agriculture Fund
expands presence,
resources in region
By John Townes
In its efforts to cultivate the region’s
farming and food production economy, the
Greater Berkshire Agriculture Fund (GBAF)
is experiencing a growth spurt of its own.
The fund was established in 2012, as part
of a larger initiative to support the growth and
economic viability of the regional agricultural
and food system, and its related infrastructure. In partnership with Salisbury Bank and
Trust Company, the GBAF arranges loans
and provides financial counseling to farmers
and other local food system enterprises in
Berkshire County and neighboring Litchfield
County in Connecticut, and Columbia and
Dutchess counties in New York.
The GBAF, which has a pool of investment
income that is used to secure loans made
through the program, is currently in the final
stages of a drive to increase the size of that
investment pool from its original $300,000
up to $500,000, according to Martha Bryan,
program manager.

“That is really great news, because it is an
indication that the program is succeeding in
the field, literally,” said Bryan. “The additional
money will also allow us to continue to expand
on the lending and other services available to
regional farmers and food enterprises.”
The GBAF, which recently opened an
office in the Granary Building on Rosseter
Street in Great Barrington, is affiliated with
The Carrot Project, a nonprofit organization based in Somerville, near Boston. It
was founded by Dorothy Suput in 2005 to
encourage and support sustainable local and
regional agriculture and food systems, with
an emphasis on developing new economic
models to finance and support small and midsized farming and related food enterprises.
The Carrot Project (thecarrotproject.org)
administers four regional loan funds. In addition to the GBAF, these include funds that
serve Vermont, Maine and other sections of
Massachusetts. It works with approximately
65 farms and food businesses per year,
providing loans and other business support
services. Since 2009, its lending has totaled
more than $660,000 to over 40 businesses.
The GBAF was initiated by Joel Millonzi
and Neil Chrisman, who are Berkshire County residents and advisory board members of
The Carrot Project.
One of the issues facing smaller agricultural enterprises is that they often don’t fit
into the criteria to qualify for conventional
lending. To overcome that hurdle, the invest-
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BerkShares Business of the Month

R

MAIN STREET in Stockbridge, the Red Lion Inn has been a hub in the Berkshires since 1773, says Sarah Eustis. She is a member of the third generation of the
family that has been at the helm of the Red Lion since 1968. In that year, Jack and Jane
Fitzpatrick bought and renovated the Inn, moving their own fast-growing business, Country
Curtains into the ground floor. The business has been evolving and growing ever since, says Eustis, C.E.O. of the newly formed organization Main Street Hospitality Group, which is “comprised of all the talented individuals who have been based at the Red Lion now for many years.”
OOTED ON

Even as they have expanded their reach to manage the Porches Inn in North Adams and the
Williams Inn in Williamstown, and to plan a “Hotel on North” in Pittsfield, Eustis makes
it clear that the Red Lion Inn remains at the center of the Main Street Hospitality Group’s
business. “Because there’s no place like it. This place has resonance and incredible historical significance: revolutionaries plotted here, presidents and intellectuals have stayed here. Amazing
people and energy have flowed through this hotel, and we constantly hear stories from people
who say that the time they’ve spent here
is extremely important to their lives.”

The Red Lion Inn
30 Main Street, Stockbridge MA (413) 298-5545

With these layers of history in mind,
Sarah smiles. “Any changes that we
do make are carefully thought out.
We want to ensure that we continue
to offer our customers great value and
authentic Berkshire experiences.” As
the largest hospitality group in the
County, Eustis explains that there’s a
strong sense of responsibility to stay
connected in the community and to
use the Group’s purchasing power in a
way that perpetuates positive economic
development. “Our business is inextricably linked not only with the cultural
institutions that make this such a rich
place to live, but also to the economic
development of the area and the wellbeing of the people that work for us.”

The Red Lion Inn takes a big-picture approach to business: “Investing in the well-being and
prosperity of our place has always been an important part of our mission, and BerkShares are
a big part of our unwavering commitment to buying as much locally as possible. We welcome
BerkShares, and were very early adopters because we believe that using local currency is an
excellent way to cultivate and nurture our region’s businesses and resources, which then makes
it more attractive for people to live here and move here and work here.” She stops a second to
reflect. “Wouldn’t it be great if we could get more of our tourists to exchange some of their dollars for BerkShares when then come to visit?”
Red Lion Inn spends most of its BerkShares on goods and services. Brian Alberg’s kitchens are
renowned for their strong connections to local farms. 70% of the merchandise in the Inn’s gift
shop is created by local talent. And employees also sometimes recirculate BerkShares back into
the community by taking reimbursements for expenses in local currency.
Eustis recognizes that “buying local” sometimes costs more. “Yes, we have to find a price/value
balance, but we don’t usually find that it’s a huge issue. Supporting local prosperity really is
something that people feel good about, and that’s why they come to us.”
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ment funds provide collateral to secure loans,
New Hartford, Conn., and Chubby Bunny
which makes it more feasible for lending
Farm in Falls Village, Conn.
institutions to provide financing.
Bryan said that the GBAF plans to continue
Each regional fund partners with select
to add to its loan portfolio.
local institutions that have a desire to pro“The recent expansion of the investment
vide financing. Connecticut-based Salisbury
fund will make it possible to increase the
Bank, which has three offices in southern
amount of financing that will be made availBerkshire County, agreed to partner with
able,” said Bryan.
GBAF as the vehicle to provide the loans in
In addition to Bryan, the GBAF is supthis region. “Salisbury Bank is a really good
ported by other staff members with The Carrot
partner because they
Project. They include
“The recent expansion of Suput and Benneth
want to serve this segment of the economy,”
Phelps, the organizathe investment fund will
said Bryan.
tion’s loan and outOfficials at the bank make it possible to increase reach coordinator, who
said the GBAF provides the amount of financing that works directly with
an opportunity to suploan recipients and as a
will be made available.”
port these enterprises.
technical advisor.
“Considering the growing consumer interThe new Great Barrington office will proest in buying locally produced foods, there’s
vide the program with a physical base in the
never been a better time to support local
region for its staff to work from. It is located
agriculture,” said Geoffrey Talcott, senior
in the building that houses the Mixed Comvice president and chief lending officer. “At
pany theater organization, and the GBAF is
Salisbury Bank, we understand that farmers’
renting the space from that group.
futures depend on their ability to grow their
Wider services
businesses to meet the needs of the market.
The GBAF also provides business planning
That’s why we’re delighted to help support
and other services and programs on a broader
The Carrot Project in its efforts to create
basis, beyond the recipients of loans. These
small-farm financing solutions.”
services are offered on a pro-bono basis,
Eligible farms or other businesses may ap“Our primary concern is developing ways
ply for loans through the GBAF in amounts of
to make regionally oriented farming and food
up to $75,000 to finance capital investments
sustainable and economically viable, as an
and improvements, such as buildings and
integral part of the overall economy,” said
equipment, or to meet operating costs.
Bryan. “We’re looking at all options for farmThe loans are intended for small and miders and other food entrepreneurs. We see the
sized farms. Often they are start-ups, or are
technical assistance, and other services we
established farms that undertaking projects
can offer to help them succeeds as businesses
to expand or improve their operations.
as a major part of what we do.”
In addition, other enterprises are also
Bryan explained that the formation of the
eligible, including businesses that provide
GBAF is also an outgrowth of initiatives to
value-added services, such as the preparation
identify and meet the needs of the region’s
or processing of local food products, and
farming and food economy, particularly the
ventures that provide related infrastructure
Keep Farming initiative and the food comand services, including distribution and/or
ponent of the recently completed Sustainable
marketing of regional food products.
Berkshires regional plan developed by the
The GBAF (413-429-3472) also provides
Berkshire Regional Planning Commission.
financial counselling, technical assistance
“We’re basically applying recommendawith business planning and other forms of
tions from those studies, and carrying them
guidance to the recipients.
forward,” said Bryan.
The loan pool is what is known as a “social
She added that the GBAF works closely
investment.” The investors can earn a small
with Berkshire Grown, an organization that
return (typically 1 or 2 percent annually), but
supports the development of markets for rethey are motivated primarily by a desire to
gional farms and food producers, and which
support the social mission of the fund.
has taken the lead in building on that aspect of
As of August, the GBAF was supported
the Sustainable Berkshires regional plan.
by eight investors, who each have invested a
Another focus of the GBAF is a related efminimum of $25,000 with a five-year comfort called the Berkshire Farmland Initiative,
mitment. All of them live in New England
which grew out of a regional conference held
or New York, and half live within, or have
in Pittsfield in April (see April 2014 BT&C)
close connections, to the region served by
to develop strategies to provide farmers with
the fund.
access to land.
Thus far, the GBAF has supported six
“One of the barriers for farmers is the high
loans to farms within its coverage area, and
cost of land,” said Bryan. “The Berkshire
a seventh is in the final stages of closing.
Farmland Initiative is working to provide
Its first loan was made in 2013 to the Leahey
ways to make land available for farmers on
Farm in Lee, a 300-acre farm that has been
a basis they can afford, and we’re working
operated by members of the same family since
with that.”
1889. The loan is being used to finance the
This includes strategies such as pairing
return of dairy operations to the farm (which
farmers with landowners to arrange for leases
had in recent years been focused on beef
of suitable sites for farming.
cattle), with the purchase of milk-bottling and
Bryan described the GBAF as one element
frozen-yogurt–making equipment.
of many interrelated efforts that are being unFive loans have been made to farms in
dertaken. “These goals require a combination
adjacent counties. These include Ironwood
Farm in Ghent, N.Y., the Alewife Farm in
of strategies and a lot of collaborative work,”
Clinton Corners, N.Y., Chaseholm Farm in
she said. “The Carrot Project and GBAF are
Pine Plains, N.Y., Maple Hollow Farm in
among the participants in this.”u
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Tools oF The TraDe

Before the expo

Set goals – What do you want from this
expo? Are you selling things? Looking for
new leads? Just letting people know that
you’re in business? Who do you want to
connect with at the expo? Who is your target
market? You need to have the things your
target market will respond to.
think billboards – You’ll have a table and
a couple of chairs provided, so how can you
catch the attention of those walking by? Your
booth must reflect your business, both in
look and in tone. For starters, you must have
a banner that clearly tells who you are and
what you do, succinctly. Think of a billboard
– not too much information, but a message
that makes a strong impression. Your banner
can be horizontal, or vertical on a stand, but
make sure that it can be seen above people’s
heads. Use the same color scheme as your
website, and have your corporate identity and
marketing tagline on your banner.
What to have in the booth – Do you have a
new product to introduce? Is it small enough
to have people see it, touch it, experience
it? That’s always the strongest way to sell
a product. If you offer services, what visuals can you share? Do you have brochures,
articles, etc.? Having a large monitor with
a scrolling presentation can be an effective
method of catching people’s eyes, while
sharing information about your business.
You must give them something to see that
makes them stop and learn more.
Booth set-up – There was a time when
people would have their table set up at the
front of their booth, with their materials placed
flat on it, and people would walk past, look
down at your materials and, too often, keep
walking. That was then. Today, you will find
companies putting their table at the back of
the booth, with great visuals to draw people
in, so they can share information about what
they do. If you have brochures or other printed
materials, be sure they are presented in a stand
so that they can be easily seen.
enticements – There are many different
ways you can entice people to stop by your

booth, some that are related to your business,
some that are just fun. Here are some ideas
to consider:
• Eatables – If you’re going to have goodies
to eat, have good ones. I recommend having
items that are neat and can be saved for later
consumption. Or, for on-the-spot consumption, have custom M&Ms in your corporate
color with your company’s initials on it!
• Swag – These are ad specialties that have
your company’s name on it; be sure to at least
have the company logo and web address on
these items, if not the phone number as well.
You want to have something that people can
keep which will keep your company’s name
in their mind. Have a limited number of items
that are a step above to offer a prospect with
whom you have a meaningful conversation.
• Items to buy – If you’re offering things for
sale at the expo, have prices marked clearly
with any “Expo Special” signs easy to see.
Offering gift certificates is also a great idea!
• Fun and games - Having a game is a common ploy to get people to stop at your booth.
Wheels of chance or just a drawing can be a
great way to have people give you their contact
information. Whatever you come up with, be
creative! If you are going to have a raffle, be
sure to have blank forms to fill out for visitors
who have run out of business cards.
priming the pump – A good way to
generate attendance for the expo is to have
exhibitors get involved with emailing their
customers and prospects to invite them to
the expo and stop by their booth. Depending
upon the type of business, you may offer an
“Expo Special” to entice them; this can be

a good match, don’t be afraid to politely end
the conversation. You need to be free to talk
with those who are good prospects.
identifying prospects – There are two
different types of good prospects: potential
customers and potential strategic partners.
If they are a potential customer, remember
that the expo isn’t the place to try to close
the sale; this is where you listen to what they
need, share the information that shows you
can help them, and connect enough to interest
them in meeting again in person. You may
meet people who are not potential customers
but might be a strategic partner. These are
people who are targeting the same market
but for a non-competitive reason. Strategic
partners serve as referral sources and can
sometimes work with you on marketing
campaigns, sharing the expense and doubling
the exposure. Whichever type of prospect,
be sure to make a note on the back of the
business cards of people you connect with
that will ring a bell about your conversation
or the information they requested.
Constant presence – Never leave your
booth unattended, no exceptions! If you’re
alone and have to use the rest room, find
someone you know who can be in your booth
for the time you’ll be gone. As well, never
leave the expo early, unless there is absolutely
NO ONE left walking around the room.

Deb Hastings Watson,
owner of Business
Marketplace (413-2813476 or deb@business
marketplace.com),
provides website,
marketing and graphic
design services.

Making the most of your expo experience
By deB hasTInGs waTson
Exhibiting at a business expo can be a wonderful way to gain exposure to a lot of people,
many of whom may not even know you exist.
Unfortunately, too many people wing it. They
figure there will be a table, they’ll put some
info on the table and maybe a banner up on
the wall, and then see which staffer(s) they can
coerce into sitting in a chair behind the table.
All of the above is the wrong approach!
To make the most of your expo experience,
you must plan ahead. Remember that an expo
is a great, big networking event. Networking
is about making connections, establishing new
relationships. It’s from these relationships that
you will develop new business.
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for items to be purchased at the expo or for
future business. We all love a good deal!

At the expo

You need a booth that is attractive, wellmerchandised and that shows off your products to their best advantage. But what really
makes a booth stand out is the attitude of the
personnel. Don’t stand around (or, worse yet,
sit) with arms crossed – it looks closed off
and unwelcoming. Uncross your arms, look
relaxed and happy, and come up with a genuine
smile. Oh, and don’t eat in the booth!
Staffing the booth – Which members of
your team should be working the booth? The
ones who know the most about what you do
and are best able to share that information.
Forget the idea of having someone there
just because they’re attractive. You need an
outgoing, sales-oriented personality to be
able to quickly connect with people. Dress
nicely – you only get one chance at a first
impression. Each person should have a professional name tag on.
Making connections – So, how should you
interact with the people who come by your
booth? Don’t spend too much time on small
talk. Have a few questions you can ask a visitor
to find out who they are, the role they have at
their company, and whether your product or
services would be of value to them. If it’s not

After the expo

So, after the expo, after you’ve soaked
your feet and unpacked everything you had in
your booth, it’s time to go through all that you
accomplished there. What will you do with
all of your leads? How do you incorporate
everyone who registered for the raffle into
your marketing? We’ll address those questions in my next column.◆
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‘work + house’

New exhibit explores
evolution of worker
housing in Pittsfield
By John Townes
In daily life, we seldom have time to
contemplate the cumulative historical, social
and economic forces that have created the
contemporary buildings, streetscapes and
neighborhoods that surround us.
An exhibit on display through October
at the Lichtenstein Center for the Arts in
Pittsfield offers an opportunity to explore one
of the factors that shaped the city over the
years – the creation of housing for workers
in its factories and mills during the 19th and
20th centuries.
“Work + House,” which opened on Oct. 3
and continues through the end of the month,
includes photos, maps and descriptive text
that collectively trace the evolution of worker
housing in Pittsfield from the paper and textile
mills that redefined the Housatonic River in
the late 19th century to the effect of General
Electric in the 20th century
The exhibit is part of the citywide “Art +
Industry” initiative, a series of events that
have been held this year around Pittsfield
based on the theme of culture and commerce.
The overall program was organized by the
city’s Office of Cultural Development in conjunction with other local organizations, and
funded by grants from the National Endowment for the Arts, the Massachusetts Cultural
Council, Massachusetts Commission of the
Humanities and Housatonic Heritage.

Above: A historical photo (date unknown) of housing along New Road that was built for workers at the
former Pontoosuc Woolen Mills in Pittsfield. Right: A design for a Modified Cross Wing House, a type of
worker housing that was typical of the city’s Third Street and Fourth Street neighborhoods.
The exhibit was curated by architects Tessa
Kelly and Chris Parkinson.
Kelly and Parkinson, who are married,
grew up in Berkshire County. Although they
currently live in New Haven, Conn., where
they work as architects, the couple continue
to be involved in community projects here.
Kelly previously assembled another exhibit,
“Pittsfield Reimagined,” at the Lichtenstein
Center (which is operated by the city and
serves as the base for its Office of Cultural
Development). They have also worked on
the new “Spark!Lab” exhibit at the Berkshire
Museum, and are designing portable writers’
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Fax: 413-236-5731
Cell: 413-464-4211

studios for a new project being organized by
the city’s Office of Cultural Development.
Kelly explained that Megan Whilden, the
city’s former director of cultural development, approached them during the planning
of “Art + Industry.”
“Megan suggested the idea, and we thought
it would be interesting,” said Kelly. They
received a $5,000 grant from the Massachusetts Commission of the Humanities to
cover the cost of the exhibit, which involved
a year of research.
In conjunction with the exhibit, Michael
Lewis, professor of American Art and Architecture at Williams College, gave a lecture on
the theme of worker housing on Oct. 9.

City’s evolution

Kelly said that they wanted the exhibit to
trace how worker housing both shaped and
was influenced by the city’s commercial and
social evolution.
“We looked at how worker housing established centers of gravity in Pittsfield, and
how those shifted with the rise and decline
of different industries,” she said.
“We’re interested in how housing is shaped

by different social and economic forces,”
added Parkinson. “In this exhibit we made
a distinction between housing that was built
or commissioned by employers specifically
to house their workers, rather than other
residences and neighborhoods that were built
by their occupants or by developers.”
Worker housing reflected different eras
and stages of development in Pittsfield. The
housing stock had different characteristics
and composition, and included multiplefamily tenements, two-family units and some
detached single-family homes.
But this housing tended to be utilitarian
and basic, using standardized designs and
construction methods and materials that
were as economical as possible. These units
also were located near the industrial sites,
because of the lack of transportation for
commuting.
The earliest of these projects was mill
housing of the 19th century.
Pittsfield was originally settled around
Park Square, with outlying areas primarily
consisting of farms or small family-operated
industrial operations.
In the early 19th century, Pittsfield became
a center of the textile and paper industries. As
mills for these and other products were built,
there were also influxes of people – many
of them immigrants – who came to Pittsfield
for the jobs that were created.
The mills’ owners created surrounding
“villages” with housing, stores and schools
for the workers.
According to Parkinson, most mill housing
had a singular purpose. “In the mill villages,
continued on page 23
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real
The following real estate
transactions are provided by
Banker & Tradesman real
estate data Publishing. only
properties valued at $75,000
or higher are included.

estate
daltOn

adamS

12 2nd St.
Buyer: David Thomas
Seller: Christine Chiaretta
Price: $155,000
Mortgage: $139,500
Lender: Academy mtg
Date: 8/25/14

6 John St.
Buyer: Jason Wandrei
Seller: Anthony Rufo +
Price: $127,000
Mortgage: $114,173
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 8/28/14

56 High St.
Buyer: Christopher Doyle
Seller: Susan Walton +
Price: $103,900
Mortgage: $106,020
Lender: Academy Mtg
Date: 9/11/14

2 Manners Ave.
Buyer: Henry Pizarro Jr
Seller: Barbara Thurberg +
Price: $135,000
Mortgage: $88,500
Lender: JP Morgan Chase
Date: 8/28/14

26 Judith Dr.
Buyer: Nathan Bush
Seller: Jeffrey Wasuk +
Price: $185,000
Mortgage: $185,000
Lender: Ifreedom Direct
Date: 8/29/14

bECkEt
179 Alan A Dale Dr.
Buyer: Gordon Hamm
Seller: Robert Madore +
Price: $145,000
Mortgage: $147,959
Lender: Village Mtg
Date: 8/27/14
1357 Bancroft Rd.
Buyer: Jeanne Schneid +
Seller: Gary Hamel
Price: $195,000
Mortgage: $175,500
Lender: Lee Bank
Date: 8/29/14
301 Beech Tree Ln.
Buyer: Bonnie Letoile
Seller: Eleanor Thomas
Price: $450,000
Date: 9/12/14
18 Black Foot Way
Buyer: Rodney Logan
Seller: Bonnie Falk NT +
Price: $565,000
Date: 9/8/14
834 George Carter Rd.
Buyer: Jamie Samowitz +
Seller: Donald Murray Jr +
Price: $274,250
Mortgage: $124,250
Lender: Lee Bank
Date: 9/5/14
27 Long Bow Lane Cir
Buyer: Lori White +
Seller: Angelo Gargano +
Price: $225,000
Mortgage: $180,000
Lender: RBS Citizens
Date: 8/25/14

ChEShirE
19 Fisk St.
Buyer: Nicholas Stucklen
Seller: Kendall Sisson Jr +
Price: $127,000
Mortgage: $101,600
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 9/12/14
137 South St.
Buyer: Andrew Kachel
Seller: JA St John
Price: $80,000
Mortgage: $80,000
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 9/4/14
667 N. Houghton St.
Buyer: Ronald Krutiak +
Seller: Osborn Katherine
Est +
Price: $208,000
Mortgage: $158,000
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 8/21/14
321 West Rd.
Buyer: Jaclyn Latimer
Seller: Richard Steele
Price: $132,500
Mortgage: $135,204
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 9/8/14
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475 W. Housatonic St.
Buyer: Berk Building & Dev
Seller: Sally Wendling
Price: $162,000
Mortgage: $145,800
Lender: Sally Wendling
Date: 8/21/14

EgrEmOnt
119 Mount Washington Rd.
Buyer: Christopher Brooks +
Seller: Delmore Kinney +
Price: $241,750
Mortgage: $160,000
Lender: Lee Bank
Date: 8/25/14

FlOrida
78 Church Rd.
Buyer: FNMA
Seller: Adams Clark +
Price: $165,659
Date: 8/27/14

grEat
barringtOn

233 East St.
Buyer: Justin Haley +
Seller: Lawrence Premerlani +
Price: $367,500
Date: 9/8/14
15 Hart St.
Buyer: Frog RT +
Seller: Rachel Kaufman
Price: $228,000
Date: 9/2/14
6 Locust St.
Buyer: Natalie Narotzky +
Seller: Endre Rahoczy
Price: $168,000
Mortgage: $151,000
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 8/21/14
402 Park St. N.
Buyer: Deirdre Smith
Seller: Michael Lee
Price: $184,000
Date: 9/5/14
214 Pleasant St.
Buyer: Richard Tovell +
Seller: Borealis Studio LLC
Price: $215,000
Date: 9/5/14

Berkshire County real estate transfers
Seller: Melanie Arcand
Price: $155,000
Mortgage: $124,000
Lender: Salisbury B&T
Date: 9/10/14

hanCOCk
2054 Hancock Rd.
Buyer: Michael Williams +
Seller: Williams FT +
Price: $155,000
Mortgage: $95,000
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 9/12/14

hinSdalE

Price: $140,000
Mortgage: $150,000
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 9/12/14

lEE
30 Birch St.
Buyer: Barbara Blair
Seller: Martin Keenan +
Price: $327,000
Date: 8/29/14
220 High St.
Buyer: Wen Zheng
Seller: Sparks FT +
Price: $138,000
Date: 8/21/14

125 Forest Hill Dr.
Buyer: Scott Oconnell +
Seller: Frank Nadeau +
Price: $369,500
Mortgage: $358,415
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 8/21/14
130 Forest Hill Dr.
Buyer: Todd Drury +
Seller: Robert Johnson +
Price: $385,000
Mortgage: $220,000
Lender: Lee Bank
Date: 8/21/14
1374 Washington Rd.
Buyer: Krystle Kincaid
Seller: Donna Goddard
Price: $145,000
Mortgage: $147,959
Lender: Academy Mtg
Date: 8/29/14
Pine Cone Ln. U:240
Buyer: Robert Johnson +
Seller: Dorothy Hanson T +
Price: $340,000
Mortgage: $230,000
Lender: RBS Citizens
Date: 8/21/14

lanESbOrO

40 Leonard St.
Buyer: Daniel Collins +
Seller: Michael Bianco +
Price: $100,000
Date: 9/12/14
10 Margerie St.
Buyer: Alan Wilcox +
Seller: Marco Mejia +
Price: $87,000
Date: 9/9/14
Spring St. Lot 4
Buyer: Jane Houlton +
Seller: Lynn Sciacca
Price: $80,000
Date: 8/22/14
275 Spring St.
Buyer: Anthony Wood +
Seller: Catherine Basrak +
Price: $650,000
Date: 8/29/14

1 Narragansett Ave.
Buyer: Darlene Renzi
Seller: Louis Graham
Price: $159,900
Date: 8/29/14

50 Stockbridge Rd.
Buyer: Richard Gore Sr +
Seller: Jaswinder Singh +
Price: $570,000
Date: 8/20/14

97 Narragansett Ave.
Buyer: Mark Fischetti +
Seller: David Coggins +
Price: $475,000
Mortgage: $270,000
Lender: Lee Bank
Date: 9/12/14

880 East St U:300D
Buyer: Galina Dobrynina +
Seller: Phyllis Hartenstein
Price: $185,000
Date: 8/29/14

8 Ocean St.
Buyer: Jarett Mello
Seller: Dorothy Volff
Price: $111,000
Mortgage: $113,265
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 9/11/14
11 Silver St.
Buyer: Stacy Pilot +
Seller: Cynthia Nylic
Price: $245,000
Mortgage: $247,380
Lender: Mortgage Research
Date: 8/25/14
61 Sunrise St.
Buyer: Old Williamstown
Rlty LLC
Seller: Leslie Walton +

880 East St. U:3C
Buyer: Richard Katz RET +
Seller: Pearl Bromberg RET +
Price: $200,000
Date: 8/28/14

lEnOX
70 Bramble Ln.
Buyer: Carol Campili +
Seller: Anne Stephens
Price: $550,000
Date: 9/10/14
110 East St.
Buyer: Sharad Kothari +
Seller: Kathleen Welch
Price: $425,000
Mortgage: $403,750
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 9/4/14

109 Seekonk Cross Rd.
Buyer: Joseph Krummel +
Seller: Michael Zucco +
Price: $491,520
Mortgage: $393,200
Lender: Salisbury B&T
Date: 9/5/14
51 Seekonk Rd.
Buyer: Townsend Smith +
Seller: Mark Roberts +
Price: $659,000
Mortgage: $494,250
Lender: Mortgage Master
Date: 9/12/14
141 Front St. U:4
Buyer: Robert Halstead +

“Any job large or small…
we do it right or not at all.”
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Buyer: Gabriella Kovi
Seller: Paul Gompers +
Price: $660,000
Mortgage: $300,000
Lender: Berkshire Bank
Date: 9/2/14

236 Hubbard St.
Buyer: Gary Carpenter
Seller: Shirley Brandt
Price: $105,000
Mortgage: $155,000
Lender: Lenox Natl
Date: 8/19/14
29 Lawton St.
Buyer: Paul Glass 3rd
Seller: Evelyn Damstra +
Price: $267,000
Mortgage: $213,600
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 8/27/14
245 New Lenox Rd.
Buyer: Neal Mulcahy
Seller: Episcopal Missions
Price: $260,000
Mortgage: $265,306
Lender: Academy mtg
Date: 8/22/14

• Windows
• Siding
• Additions
• Remodeling
• Kitchen/Baths

• Custom Build
• Roofs
• Decks
• Gutters
• Handyman Services

SHowroom
674 north Street, Pittsfield, mA 01201

Phone: 413-442-3001
Fax: 413-443-8066

Award Winning – Customer Driven

80 Corashire Rd.
Buyer: Anne Enoch
Seller: Robert Annelli +
Price: $450,000
Mortgage: $150,000
Lender: Ian Jenkins
Date: 9/4/14
630 Main Rd.
Buyer: 630 Main Road NT +
Seller: Cathcart Surviving T +
Price: $975,000
Date: 8/25/14

27 Under Mountain Rd.
Buyer: Matthew Keator +
Seller: Gabriella Kovi
Price: $1,150,000
Mortgage: $500,000
Lender: Mortgage Master
Date: 8/22/14

49 River Rd.
Buyer: 49 River Road NT +
Seller: William Marsh +
Price: $377,500
Mortgage: $302,000
Lender: Salisbury B&T
Date: 9/12/14

Fairwynds Dr. U:51
Buyer: Rabin Lenox LP
Seller: Harvey Engel +
Price: $1,380,000
Date: 8/29/14

126 Tyringham Rd.
Buyer: Teri Salomon +
Seller: John Delmolino
Price: $600,000
Mortgage: $300,000
Lender: Morgan Stanley
Date: 9/8/14

1 Rolling Hills U:11
Buyer: Kenneth Ross
Seller: Myla Blum
Price: $190,000
Date: 8/22/14

nEW
marlbOrO

3 Rolling Hills U:9
Buyer: Myla Blum
Seller: Sondra Light RET +
Price: $160,000
Date: 8/22/14

488 Canaan Valley Rd.
Buyer: Edwin Wright +
Seller: Courtney Lane
Price: $100,000
Date: 8/19/14

Woods Ln. U:4

1574 Hartsville New

nOrth adamS
41 Brooklyn St.
Buyer: Charlene Volff +
Seller: Jeffrey Willette
Price: $95,000

Mortgage: $90,250
Lender: Lee Bank
Date: 8/29/14
81 Elmwood Ave.
Buyer: Cynthia Quinones +
Seller: Richard Markham +
Price: $140,000
Mortgage: $135,800
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 8/18/14
continued on next page

we appraise
everything real estate

Residential • Commercial • Industrial
Business In Place • Subdivisions
Easements (Permanent & Temporary)
Hotels • Motels • Inns
STATE CERTIFIED GENERAL APPRAISER #75094

Fast, Reliable Service

413-662-2227
or online at:

www.wilkinsonappraisal.com

BEFORE THE SNOW FALLS,
CALL ENERGETIC…
Let us help you manage
your snow and ice
removal this winter
WE’RE THE PROFESSIONALS…the only company in the Berkshires
with a nationally certiﬁed snow professional on staﬀ.
Safety conscious, informed & professional…that’s what you get
when you hire ENERGETIC.
Offering per event or seasonal contracts to take the guess work out of your budgeting process.

ENERGETIC

A certified member of

413-44 2 - 4 8 7 3

Lauren A. Dudley, MD

Dr. Lauren Dudley, a board certified and fellowship
trained Rheumatologist, has joined the medical staff of
Berkshire Medical Center and the physician staff of
Rheumatology Professional Services of BMC. She
provides comprehensive Rheumatology services and is
accepting new patients.

Rheumatologist

Rheumatology Professional Services of BMC
BMC Medical Arts Complex
777 North St.., Pittsfield
413-499-8551

x
x
x

www.morrisonshomeimprovement.com

mOntErEy

Buyer: Werner Kunz +
Seller: Gerace Genovese FT +
Price: $245,000
Date: 8/29/14

x
x

Board certified in Internal Medicine
Fellowship trained in Rheumatology, DartmouthHitchcock Medical Center
Medical degree from the University of Connecticut
School of Medicine
Residency in Internal Medicine at Brown
University/Rhode Island Hospital
For an appointment with Dr. Dudley, ask your
physician for a referral or call Rheumatology
Professional Services of BMC, 413-499-8551
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REAL
continued from page 21
40 Frederick St.
Buyer: Pamela Coons
Seller: Angeli Mary Est +
Price: $81,700
Mortgage: $68,000
Lender: Bank of Bennington
Date: 9/4/14
17 Grove St.
Buyer: US Bank NA T
Seller: Paul Poirier Jr +
Price: $79,304
Date: 8/25/14
71 & 99 Hospital Ave.
Buyer: Berkshire Medical
Center
Seller: Northern Berkshire
Healthcare
Price: $2,570,400
Date: 8/20/14
1 Main St.
Buyer: MASS MoCA
Seller: Frank Bird +
Price: $235,000
Date: 8/27/14
15 Myers Ave.
Buyer: Phyllis Criddle

Berkshire Trade & Commerce

estate
Seller: Nancy Canales +
Price: $117,600
Mortgage: $120,000
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 9/8/14
164 Oak Hill
Buyer: Jessica Thayer +
Seller: Dennis Bernardi
Price: $250,000
Mortgage: $225,000
Lender: Dennis Bernardi
Date: 9/8/14
211 Protection Ave.
Buyer: Lawrence Michon
Seller: Richard Matte +
Price: $199,000
Mortgage: $159,200
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 8/28/14
69 Union St.
Buyer: North Berkshire
Community
Seller: Scarafoni
Associates NT +
Price: $239,000
Date: 9/2/14
630 W. Shaft Rd.

Buyer: Eric Enos +
Seller: Marion Dobbert +
Price: $116,000
Mortgage: $106,000
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 9/5/14

Otis
9 Autumn Ct.
Buyer: Jayne Golub +
Seller: Larry Fischer +
Price: $265,000
Date: 8/25/14
124 Leonard Rd.
Buyer: Christine Vitale +
Seller: Sharon Sullivan
Price: $325,000
Date: 9/5/14

Peru
5 David Dr.
Buyer: Adam Poplaski
Seller: Daniel Collins +
Price: $161,000
Mortgage: $144,000
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 8/29/14

The

75 W. Main Rd.
Buyer: FNMA
Seller: Clifford Alexander +
Price: $271,062
Date: 9/9/14

your business
needs

Pittsfield

protection
Burglar Alarm & Fire Alarm Systems
UL Central Station Monitoring
CCTV Systems • Access Control
Heat Loss Monitoring

New England Dynamark
Security Center
413-442-5647 • 800-821-SAFE

www.nedynamark.com
Protecting area businesses since 1978

38 Acorn St.
Buyer: Richard Whitman +
Seller: John Guisti
Price: $110,000
Mortgage: $105,536
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 8/25/14
152 Blythewood Dr.
Buyer: Michael Gargi +
Seller: Harold Singer +
Price: $895,000
Date: 9/11/14
112 Brighton Ave.
Buyer: Dana Paronto
Seller: Ashley Kickery
Price: $100,000
Date: 9/11/14
86 Broadview Ter.
Buyer: Glenn Grillon
Seller: Catherine Palano +
Price: $82,500
Date: 8/25/14
47 Churchill St.
Buyer: Joseph Kalisz +

Seller: Marianne Parise
Price: $123,000
Mortgage: $116,850
Lender: Academy Mtg
Date: 9/5/14
123 Circular Ave.
Buyer: Robert Davis
Seller: FranMad Corp
Price: $290,000
Mortgage: $250,000
Lender: FranMad Corp
Date: 9/9/14
100 Clarkson Ave.
Buyer: Reel Sharp LLC
Seller: Robert Lyon
Price: $125,000
Date: 9/10/14
106 Crane Ave.
Buyer: Brandon Lyon +
Seller: Corey Murach
Price: $147,900
Mortgage: $133,110
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 8/26/14
219 Dalton Ave.
Buyer: Evelyn Musacchio
Seller: Brophy Jean Est +
Price: $119,000
Mortgage: $84,000
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 9/5/14
361 Dalton Ave.
Buyer: Terry Arnold
Seller: Peter Zelic +
Price: $149,500
Mortgage: $119,600
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 9/12/14
11 Delaware Ave.
Buyer: Gregory Osimo
Seller: Brittany Woodruff
Price: $117,500
Mortgage: $94,000
Lender: TD Bank
Date: 8/26/14
124 Dodge Ave.
Buyer: Katherine Lama
Seller: Steven Zimmer +
Price: $115,000
Mortgage: $109,250
Lender: Lee Bank
Date: 9/12/14
12 Egremont Ave.
Buyer: Jillian Heaton
Seller: WKB Real Estate
Invest T +
Price: $145,000
Mortgage: $140,650
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 9/12/14
43 Elaine Dr.

FALL CLEAN-UP TIME?

DON’T “LEAVE” OUT YOUR
INSURANCE COVERAGE!
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Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 8/21/14
180 Newell St.
Buyer: JP Morgan Chase
Seller: Jason Carchedi +
Price: $85,243
Date: 8/28/14

Price: $124,500
Mortgage: $118,275
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 8/29/14
66 Wendell Ave.
Buyer: Ioa Enterprises LLC
Seller: Ronald Smith
Price: $362,500
Date: 9/11/14

82 Elmhurst Ave.
Buyer: Cole Marauszwski
Seller: Haley Francis Est +
Price: $120,000
Mortgage: $117,826
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 9/3/14

17 Westwood Rd.
Buyer: Jeffrey Grant FT +
Seller: Ruth Donovan
Price: $131,000
Mortgage: $100,000
Lender: Pittsfield Coop
Date: 8/29/14

23 Francis Ave.
Buyer: Robert Davis
Seller: FranMad Corp
Price: $290,000
Mortgage: $250,000
Lender: FranMad Corp
Date: 9/9/14

57 Winesap Rd.
Buyer: John Hudnall +
Seller: Melissa Mazzeo +
Price: $300,000
Mortgage: $267,000
Lender: Pittsfield Coop
Date: 8/29/14

58 Franklin St.
Buyer: Deusen Van +
Seller: Losee Karen Est +
Price: $113,000
Mortgage: $109,600
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 9/11/14
44 Garden St.
Buyer: Urban Financial
Group Inc
Seller: Arthur Carlson +
Price: $105,436
Date: 8/26/14
43 George St.
Buyer: Druinski LLC
Seller: David Lancto
Price: $159,000
Date: 8/29/14
87 Harvard St.
Buyer: US Bank NA Tr
Seller: Paul Delphia +
Price: $109,236
Date: 8/27/14
22 Huron St.
Buyer: FNMA
Seller: Edward Hubbel
Price: $106,763
Date: 9/4/14
142 Jason St.
Buyer: Dawn Kerwood
Seller: Lisa Morelli
Price: $159,000
Mortgage: $144,690
Lender: Academy Mtg
Date: 8/29/14
129 Kittredge Rd.
Buyer: Meng Chen +
Seller: Damian Giardina +
Price: $217,000
Mortgage: $172,000
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 9/12/14

193 Lakeway Dr.
Buyer: Jeffrey Houle
Seller: Leblanc Suzanne Est +
Price: $96,500
Mortgage: $94,751
Lender: Academy Mtg
Date: 8/29/14
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630 Elm St.
Buyer: Kathleen Mack
Seller: Mark Mangano
Price: $130,000
Date: 8/29/14

36 Lakeway Dr.
Buyer: Barbara Goudey
Seller: Lillian Tobin
Price: $117,000
Date: 8/27/14
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Buyer: Frances Clairmont
Seller: Hatch Rosemary Est +
Price: $119,700
Date: 8/26/14

Novembery 2014

28 Longview Ter.
Buyer: Devin Whitney +
Seller: Evan Hickok
Price: $130,000
Mortgage: $126,100
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 8/22/14
43 Malcolm Ave.
Buyer: Jonathan Meczywor
Seller: Mary Gallant
Price: $190,000
Mortgage: $170,500
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 9/5/14
156 Montgomery Ave.
Buyer: James Nichols +
Seller: Sarah-Anne Taylor +
Price: $164,000
Mortgage: $161,029
Lender: Academy Mtg
Date: 8/25/14
80 Morningview Dr.
Buyer: Church of
Pentecost Pitts
Seller: Roman Cath Bishop
of Sprng
Price: $280,000
Date: 8/21/4
125 Mountain Dr.
Buyer: Evan Hickok +
Seller: Todd Drury +
Price: $335,000
Mortgage: $268,000

190 Newell St.
Buyer: Jeanne Hopfenspirger
Seller: Albert Nachbauer +
Price: $100,000
Mortgage: $96,662
Lender: Academy Mtg
Date: 8/21/14
23 Paula Ave.
Buyer: Dean Dimassimo
Seller: Justin Karpenski
Price: $152,025
Mortgage: $114,019
Lender: Pittsfield Coop
Date: 8/27/14
562 Pecks Rd.
Buyer: Howard Miller +
Seller: Carol Andrus +
Price: $150,000
Mortgage: $154,950
Lender: Wells Fargo
Date: 9/9/14
30 Pine Grove Dr.
Buyer: David Rush +
Seller: Amy Sommers
Price: $200,000
Mortgage: $196,377
Lender: Academy Mtg
Date: 9/5/14
62 Pomeroy Ave.
Buyer: Maria Almonte +
Seller: Susan Oleary
Price: $135,000
Mortgage: $132,554
Lender: Academy Mtg
Date: 9/12/14
523 Pomeroy Ave.
Buyer: Alan North +
Seller: Christopher North +
Price: $130,000
Date: 9/12/14
37 Saratoga Dr.
Buyer: Tracie Bennett
Seller: Carol Aguiar
Price: $148,000
Mortgage: $118,000
Lender: Berkshire Bank
Date: 9/5/14
55 Seymour St.
Buyer: James Stockley 3rd
Seller: James Stockley
Jr NT +
Price: $92,000
Date: 9/3/14
45 Spadina Pkwy.
Buyer: RW Fenner
Seller: Rocco Iannucci +
Price: $260,000
Mortgage: $208,000
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 8/29/14
6 Tamie Way
Buyer: Amy Shaugnessy
Seller: Vincenzo Mazzeo
Price: $295,000
Mortgage: $280,250
Lender: Academy Mtg
Date: 8/22/14
35 Upland Rd.
Buyer: Mark Sternlof
Seller: Patricia Trask
Price: $87,000
Mortgage: $80,650
Lender: Lee Bank
Date: 8/29/14
106 Velma Ave.
Buyer: Erin Murphy
Seller: Kellie Rathbun +
Price: $150,000
Mortgage: $112,500
Lender: JP Morgan Chase
Date: 8/29/14
78 Ventura Ave.
Buyer: Emmanuel Hayford +
Seller: Mark Tirrell +
Price: $139,500
Mortgage: $136,972
Lender: Academy Mtg
Date: 8/20/14
591 W. Housatonic St.
Buyer: Dylan Kelleher
Seller: Nathan Sondrini

Alpine Trail U:30
Buyer: Daniel Solender +
Seller: Amy Trombly
Price: $410,000
Mortgage: $307,500
Lender: Salisbury B&T
Date: 9/5/14
Alpine Trail U:146
Buyer: John Schwebel +
Seller: Pines at Bousquet +
Price: $460,000
Date: 8/18/14
1136 Barker Rd. U:9
Buyer: James Sullivan +
Seller: Stuart Warshaw +
Price: $324,000
Date: 8/29/14
Churchill Crst. U:52
Buyer: Martha BallouBaldwin
Seller: Linda Mcleod
Price: $142,000
Date: 8/29/14

Richmond
1292 Lenox Rd.
Buyer: Karen Bognar-Khan +
Seller: Katherine Falk
Price: $450,000
Mortgage: $360,000
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 8/18/14
15 Reservoir Rd.
Buyer: Gregory Rawlings +
Seller: C&J Smith Real
Estate LLC
Price: $249,000
Mortgage: $180,000
Lender: Village Mtg
Date: 9/5/14

Sandisfield
42 West St.
Buyer: Elena Davis +
Seller: Leslie Harrison
Price: $110,000
Date: 8/20/14

Savoy
531 Main Rd.
Buyer: 116 Lodge RT +
Seller: Theresa Massey +
Price: $100,000
Date: 9/5/14

Sheffield
125 Root Ln.
Buyer: James Lapier
Seller: Albert Giacoia +
Price: $257,500
Mortgage: $150,000
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 9/12/14

Stockbridge
Austerlitz Rd.
Buyer: Oversite Properties
LLC
Seller: TJB Land Corp
Price: $445,000
Date: 9/3/14
2 Grove Rd.
Buyer: Peter Gelbwaks +
Seller: Justin Oconnell +
Price: $365,000
Date: 8/29/14
7 Hawthorne Rd.
Buyer: William Koff +
Seller: Elliot Vines +
Price: $450,000
Date: 8/29/14
11 Lake Dr.
Buyer: Joshua Alspector +
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Seller: Joan Nimmo
Price: $475,000
Mortgage: $275,000
Lender: Citibank
Date: 8/25/14
16 Mahkeenac Rd.
Buyer: Emily Thomson
Seller: Michael Parks +
Price: $100,000
Date: 8/26/14
2 Woods Rd.
Buyer: Reli Gal +
Seller: Roslyn Mark
Family Part
Price: $236,000
Date: 9/11/14
19 Hawthorne Rd. U:5B
Buyer: Donna Bernstein
Seller: Helga Bilik T +
Price: $729,900
Date: 9/11/14

Washington
14 Blotz Rd.
Buyer: John Gosselin
Seller: Kathleen Hayn
Price: $193,000
Mortgage: $80,000
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 9/2/14
5 Cross Rd.
Buyer: Vincent Giracca +
Seller: John Hall 3rd +
Price: $325,000
Date: 9/8/14
1529 E. Washington Rd.
Buyer: Shane Conrow +
Seller: Heather Spencer
Price: $159,600
Mortgage: $162,857
Lender: Academy Mtg
Date: 8/27/14
230 Middlefield Rd.
Buyer: Stephen Rudy +
Seller: Vivian Wise
Price: $280,000
Mortgage: $252,000
Lender: Academy Mtg
Date: 8/22/14

West
Stockbridge

5 Dugway Rd.
Buyer: Arlin Wasserman +
Seller: Charles Johnson +
Price: $462,000
Mortgage: $369,600
Lender: Wells Fargo
Date: 9/3/14
20 State Line Rd.
Buyer: John Oneill +
Seller: Anne Boyer +
Price: $197,000
Mortgage: $157,600
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 9/9/14

114 State Line Rd.
Buyer: Alexander Mullen +
Seller: Ronald Race +
Price: $140,000
Mortgage: $112,000
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 9/11/14
140 W. Center Rd.
Buyer: Brian Ketchen +
Seller: Charles Ketchen +
Price: $250,000
Mortgage: $200,000
Lender: Lee Bank
Date: 9/12/14

Williamstown
94 Cole Ave.
Buyer: Bojana Mladenovic
Seller: Moira Dougherty
Price: $302,500
Mortgage: $207,000
Lender: Adams Community
Date: 9/12/14
49 Longview Ter.
Buyer: Hugh Rauscher +
Seller: Thomas Crean +
Price: $299,000
Mortgage: $239,200
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 9/5/14
73 Longview Ter.
Buyer: David Woods +
Seller: Thomas Elder +
Price: $440,000
Mortgage: $352,000
Lender: Greylock FCU
Date: 9/9/14
S. Hemlock Ln. U:231
Buyer: AC Enterprises LLC
Seller: Robert Markstein +
Price: $157,000
Date: 9/3/14
u
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Berkshire County real estate transfers
‘work + house’ exhibit
continued from page 20

employers wanted to shape the whole pattern
of workers’ lives, and everything centered
on that,” he said. “They had a lack of social
spaces, and there was very little separation
between work and life. For example, the
housing was placed so the residents would
always be sure to hear the work bells.”
That also extended into the life of the villages. He noted that many of the workers were
immigrants who did not know English.
“There were English lessons, and the content was all about things like the importance
of being on time to work,” said Parkinson.
There were a number of these mill villages,
such as Barkerville and Coltsville.
Over time, the mill housing and villages
were either replaced by other structures, or
became integrated with other forms of housing and commercial development.
Kelly noted that one area where the vestiges of this era are most notable today is the
neighborhood around the former Pontoosuc
Wollen Mills (now theWyandotte Mill commercial complex), just below Pontoosuc Lake
off upper North Street.
“Although that neighborhood has also
become integrated into other forms of housing, it is the most intact example,” said Kelly.
“There is at least one brick apartment building, and several two-family homes that were
originally built as mill housing.”
In the late 19th century, the city entered
a new phase of industry with the arrival
and growth of Stanley Electric, which became General Electric. This, along with
other factories and industries, led to a new
generation of worker housing, which took
different forms.
Kelly said that the northeastern section
of the city center was significantly shaped
by the growth of worker housing during
this period.
She noted that originally East Street was
lined with the homes of prosperous residents,
and the area north of the street was open
land that was part of their properties. “Then
Fenn Street was built, and the heirs began
to sell off land to subdivide. That led to the
neighborhoods of today.”
She said the Silver Lake area, extending
from First to Fourth streets, grew to house
workers. “One of the largest industries around
1890 was the Robbins and Kelly shoe factory
near Silver Lake,” she said. “That led to the
construction of tenement housing surrounding the factory. People moving here for jobs at
the shoe factory would move into those.”
Another spur for worker housing in that
section of the city emerged around the turn
of the century, when Stanley Electric moved
from downtown Pittsfield to the northeast
quadrant. This stimulated the development
of housing to the north in the Morningside
neighborhood and around Tyler Street and
Dalton Avenue, although much of this was
built by developers capitalizing on this
booming market.

“They decided to think outside of the
box, and also develop new concepts for
quality, affordable housing that could serve
as a model for other housing in the future,”
Kelly explained.
To achieve this, they contracted with
prominent architects of the time. Wright
was commissioned to develop the housing
complex in Pittsfield. He visited the city and
drew up an architectural plan for the project,
which was called Victory Hill and was to be
located in an open area off Benedict Road
(near Crane Avenue).
During his visit, Wright was critical of the
existing styles of housing in Pittsfield. “He
believed that architecture should fit into the
natural landscape of an area, and he said that
the buildings in Pittsfield looked like they
didn’t belong there,” said Kelly.
She added that Wright also believed that
housing should respect human values.
He drew up a plan (on view at the exhibit)
for a clustered housing project that would
be based on those principles. It included a
cluster of buildings with a cloverleaf pattern,
which would each contain four units placed
so that residents had both privacy and access
to open space.
“His mission was to respect the dignity
and individuality of each family who lived
there,” said Kelly.
Wright’s design was suddenly shelved,
however, and replaced by a plan for more
standardized basic and temporary housing,
which was built in 1943.
Kelly said the circumstances were murky,
but that it was the result of behind-the-scenes
political pressure. Evidence indicated that
politicians in Boston objected to the hiring
of an outside architect, and lobbied to have
Wright replaced by one from the state.
“There were also objections to the concept

Included in the “Work + House” exhibit are designs by renowned architect Frank Lloyd Wright for a development – known as “Cloverleaf” – that was planned for Pittsfield as part of a federal project to provide
worker housing near key defense industry factories on the eve of U.S. involvement in World War II. Wright’s
clustered housing complex (shown here in exterior and interior views) was never built, with the government
opting instead for standardized temporary housing, and the designs were largely forgotten over time.
of the commission’s national plan,” said
Kelly. “Some people said it was too radical,
and they did not want to introduce foreign
designs into the project. There were also
objections to the fact that the housing was to
be permanent. So Congress mandated that the
units be for temporary housing only.”
The temporary units that were built at Victory Hill were eventually replaced by new
housing. “Some of the original units were
moved to other locations and are still are
scattered around the county,” she noted.
Kelly said that she and Parkinson had
heard vague references to Wight’s project,
but it was difficult to find information through
standard sources.
“When we were researching this, we were
shocked to find that almost no one had ever
heard of it,” she said. “At the time the project
was announced, there was much excitement,
and the newspaper had articles saying the
eyes of the world would be on Pittsfield. But,

then, there was silence when it was ended,
and it just disappeared.”
During their research for “Work + House,”
Kelly and Parkinson connected with a professor at Michigan State University named Zenia
Kotval, who had conducted extensive research
into the Wright project, and was able to guide
them to information and materials.
Jen Glockner, the current director of the
Office of Cultural Development, said that
visitors to the “Work + House” exhibit are
often taken aback when they see Wright’s
plan. “They’d never heard about it before,”
she said. “Several people have even wondered
if it would be possible to revive the plan and
build it now.”
“Work + House” remains on exhibit
through Oct. 31 at the Lichtenstein Center
for the Arts at 28 Renne Ave. It is open
during gallery hours, Wednesday through
Saturday, noon to 5p.m. For details, call
413-499-9348.◆
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Wright project

One of the most notable examples of
worker housing highlighted in the “Work
+ House” exhibit was, unfortunately, never
built. That was a residential development
designed by the renowned architect Frank
Lloyd Wright.
“One of the most startling things we
discovered was this project, which hardly
anyone knows about,” said Kelly.
She explained that in 1941, as the nation
was preparing for World War II, the federal
government started a commission to build
housing for workers around factories that
were considered crucial for the defense effort. Pittsfield, as home of General Electric,
was one of 13 sites chosen or this.
Rather than put up prefabricated cookiecutter housing projects, however, members
of the commission decided to also use the
program to develop potential prototypes for
new forms of housing.

email your ﬁrm’s news
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A Center for Innovation & Life Sciences
Coming Soon to the William Stanley Business Park!
This $9.7 million state-of-the-art collaborative workspace will be a catalyst to enable and accelerate
innovation and growth of small and medium-sized manufacturing companies in the life sciences.
We are now accepting member commitments! If you would like more information on leasing
opportunities or membership details, please contact us.
Corydon Thurston  413.494.7332  williamstanleybp.com/btac  Pittsfield, MA
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The Pittsfield Cooperative Bank opened in 1889 intent on helping our neighbors build a better
community. At the end of year one, assets totaled $7500.01. Ten years later, assets had grown to
$338,967 and 250 families owned their homes while new businesses began to fill the horsecar line
from Park Square to Pontoosuc Lake – all thanks to loans from The Co-op.
Loyalty? During the Great Depression, mortgage and business loan payments were suspended by
the Bank and customers were allowed to run in arrears until they could catch-up – and they did.
Today – in an era where Big Banks are known for bad behavior – The Co-op still practices the
responsible banking envisioned by its Founders. And, we know the value of experience therefore
we feature the most seasoned lending team in the County. Plus, with assets exceeding $255 million,
the Bank is now one of the best capitalized lenders in the entire Commonwealth.

Looking for a bank with character, commitment and capital?
Well… it’s fair to say that history is on our side.
Pittsfield
70 South St.
(413) 447-7304
110 Dalton Ave.
(413) 395-9626

Dalton
431 Main St.
(413) 684-1551

Gt. Barrington
325 Main St.
(413) 528-2840

www.pittsfieldcoop.com
Member FDIC

Member SIF

Equal Housing Lender

